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the Quick® Grounder 3000 RD retrieves a staggering 
1.3m of line per handle turn, giving you a genuine edge in  
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The UK !shing tackle industry was
worth a cool £570.4m last year,
a rise of 5.4 per cent on the last
!gures, released in 2011.

"e growth in tackle sales
through non-traditional outlets, such as high
street and retail park chains,has more than
made up for the fall in the number of small,
specialist retailers.

"e Angling Trades Association (ATA)
survey for 2015 also revealed that carp !shing
has overtaken coarse !shing as the largest sector
in the market.

Carp tackle sales amounted to £222.7m in
2015,which represented just over 39 per cent
of the total,with general coarse sales valued at
£198.1m,which is 34.73 per cent.

Game !shing (£88.9m,15.6 per cent) and sea
!shing (£60.7m,10.63 per cent) both showed
a moderate loss of market share compared with
the last survey.

Another key statistic to emerge is the number
of !sheries that now have a bait or tackle shop
attached – almost 19 per cent of outlets were
on site.

Of the 2,300 retailers in the UK,46 per cent
are either a shop with online/mail order or
online/mail order only, another interesting trend.

All told, the trade accounts for 11,440 full-
time and 8,763 part-time employees.Although
the number of full-time sta# has dropped
dramatically in the last decade or so (from a
high of 19,055 in 2003),many of these have
been replaced by part-timers,which represent a

Tackle tradeworth
more than£570m

much higher proportion of overall sta$ng levels.
Since the last survey,more than 3,500 extra

part-time sta# have come into the sector,
o#setting the 3,300 drop in full-timers.

"e !gures also reveal the average age of
tackle customers,with 40 per cent of the market
made up of people aged 41 to 50,30 per cent
being 31 to 40 and 16 per cent aged 51 to 60.

While 12 per cent of customers are aged 11
to 20, just two per cent are in the 21 to 30-year-
old bracket.

ATA chair Naidre Werner said: “Considering
the unsettling economic period we still seem to
be in, it is good to re%ect on these numbers and
see that the annual sales value is going in the
right direction.

Fishery
(with shop)
18.92%

Breakdown of trade by
retail channel

Sub-sector market values Average age of a fishing
trade customer

Shop with online/mail
order 37.84%

Shop only (no mail
order/online) 35.14%

Mail order/
online only (no
shop) 8.11%

Sea (£60.7m) :
10.63%

Game (£88.9m)
15.6% General Coarse

(£198.1m) 34.73%

Carp (£222.7m)
39.04%

Tackle Sales By Sector % ATA Tackle
Trade Survey 2015

51 to 60
years 16%

11 to 20
years 12%

21 to 30 years 2%

41 to 50
years 40%

31 to 40
years 30%
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survey holds few 
surprises

John Hunter

Full credit to the Angling 
Trades Association 
(ATA) for its 2015 
survey on the � shing-
tackle industry – some 

interesting results indeed.
� is research is invaluable to see 

what is happening in our market… 
indeed between 2003 and 2009 
T&G undertook similar surveys (in 
fact, the ATA has used some of the 
data for comparison).

While it makes for fascinating 
reading, I confess I found few 
surprises within its pages.

� e value of the trade now 
stands at £570.4m (excluding 
VAT), which is up by 5.4 per cent 
from the 2011 � gures.

Since the number of retailers 
has fallen in that time from 2,472 
to 2,300, it seems there is a trend 
towards large retailers at the 
expense of the smaller shops.

It is interesting to note, too, that 
the report speci� cally includes 
data from so-called non-specialist 
retailers, typically found on high 
streets and retail parks.

In other words, the big boys and 
large multiples are having an e� ect, 
winning the battle with smaller 
shops while selling more tackle.

� e average retailer turnover 
has been estimated to be £248,000 
during 2015, a signi� cant rise from 
the £218,653 in 2011 and almost 
£50,000 more than a decade ago.

What’s also unsurprising is that 
carp � shing is now the biggest 
sector – accounting for 39 per cent 
of the market – overtaking general 
coarse angling, at 35 per cent.

� e growth of commercial 
� sheries, typically stocked with 
hard-� ghting carp, has doubtless 
encouraged this change. � e 
‘stockies’ of a few years ago have 
grown on and become legitimate 
targets for those keen on getting 
their ‘big � sh’ � x, while the advent 
of cheaper tackle means anyone 
can buy a decent carp � shing setup 
for a competitive price.

� e average age of tackle shop 
customers – anglers – is mainly 
over 40 (40 per cent), with just 
under a third aged 31 to 40. � ese 
guys have disposable income and 
have probably settled down with 
families and regular incomings and 
outgoings.

Just two per cent are aged 21 
to 30; this generation is moving 
around, going out with friends or 
perhaps with very young families 
unable to a� ord too many ‘luxuries’, 
something � shing has been seen as 
in the past.

� ey are also more social media 
and internet savvy – perhaps there 
is an opportunity for tackle � rms to 
engage with this age group.

One other statistic leaping out 
is the number of shops on site at 
� sheries – almost 19 per cent. � at 
is little surprise either – I have 
always felt that tackle shops should 
engage with their local � shery and 
become the ‘go-to’ place for bait 
and tackle. If you fail to do that, 
then it is likely the � shery will 
stock it themselves.

Take your opportunities when 
they are presented or you will lose 
out.

PoInt oF ContACt
Useful numbers for 
your business
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Snowbee is launching three
exciting !y selections, made and
designed to raise funds for patient
cancer care.

"e idea stemmed from helping
patients at the Mustard Tree
facility near Plymouth learn a new
experience in !y tying. A number
of them were quite restricted in
movement and health but the
interest and general exercise
!y tying provided proved both
bene#cial and rewarding.

Some have even progressed to
making earrings and jewellery
from feathers thanks to their new
skills.

Snowbee’s Simon Kidd said:
“Sadly, one of the #rst !y tyers
lost her #ght recently, before this
exercise was completed, and serves
as an all-too-familiar reminder
to us all of just how devastating,
unscrupulous and serious this
disease is to so many.

“"e real mileage as I see it
may also come later from the
extended bene#t of feather-
inspired jewellery."is should
have much wider appeal than the
more limited !y #shing market.
"is should really help generate
essential funding and the overall
process of their treatment and
recovery.”

Snowbee flies in
cancer care

Snowbee, which is
fully behind the project,
says donations from the
sale of the !y selections
will go towards three
cancer care charities,
including Mustard
Tree.

Gun dealers are pressing for
compensation if the value of
some de-activated #rearms
plummets as a result of
incoming European legislation.

EU Regulation 2015/2403
came into force in early April,
meaning that all ‘de-acs’placed
on the market must meet new
speci#cations, which are seen
as stricter than previous rules.

It could mean some
guns being classi#ed as
‘defectively de-activated’ if
they do not adhere to the new
requirements, and these would
then be illegal to sell or give
away.

Although continued
possession of de-activated
#rearms will not be a$ected
unless they are placed on the
market, there are fears that
the value of such items may
tumble if they have to be ‘re-
de-activated’.

Gun Trade Association
director John Batley said: “"e
trade is deeply concerned for
its businesses and is making
representations to both the
Home O%ce and the EU
Commission for compensation
for any loss of value.

“A number of meetings have
already been held to address
the detail of the regulation.”

Trade seeks
compensation
over ‘de-ac’
values

,
e

Simon Kidd is
delighted Snowbee
is backing cancer
charities.

40 YEARS OF FINE TUNED BRITISH ENGINEERING

GUARANTEE GUN & SCOPE STAY IN PERFECT HARMONY

A lifetime guarantee and over 40 years
of experience focusing entirely on scope

mounts means you are in safe hands, your
prey however is not! Don’t set your sights

on anything else, see our full range at:

sportsmatch-uk.com
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“To be fair, some of the
information in the report should
not come as much of a surprise
to the industry."e fact that carp
#shing has overtaken general
coarse #shing as the biggest
single sector in angling would
have been expected, as would the
dramatic rise in the number of
#sheries that now house tackle
shops.

“If tackle shops have failed to
network su%ciently to work with
their local waters then they have
missed a big opportunity; the
same goes for coaches and clubs.
Getting closer to them is vital if
you want to grow your business.
If you don’t do it, someone else
will!

“Looking at the number of
younger people as customers,
it is clear that manufacturers
should be backing initiatives like
National Fishing Month, too.

“"e rise in sales value can
be put down to less companies
grabbing more of the market
and some truly innovative
research and development to
produce more ‘must-have’ items
or extending the market.

“In other words, we need to
bring more people into the sport

and keep them involved and that
is why these initiatives continue
to run and need industry
support. We want to see more
second-generation businesses in
angling.”

Another interesting statistic
is that the angling industry sees
social media as a crucial part of
its communication strategy now.

Facebook was used by 87.5
per cent of the trade on a regular
basis, followed by YouTube and
Twitter (both 39.29 per cent).

"e ATA sent out
questionnaires to more than
1,000 companies and individuals
in the tackle trade."ese
were completed online via
SurveyMonkey, before being
checked with Snap!Media
consultancy and data survey
specialist Mark2Solutions to
generate the results."e #gures
also take into account T&G’s
own surveys from 2003 and
2006 to provide a rounded
picture of the industry.

❱❱ A full copy of the survey is
available to all ATA members.
Why not sign up now at www.
anglingtradesassociation.com or by
calling 0333 577 9970.

Tackle trade worth more than
£570m, says ATA survey
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➲ Continued from page 3

Value of the angling trade in 2015
£570.4m (excl VAT)

Angling Trade Sales
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A new chapter is being written
in the Glasgow Angling Centre
(GAC) story as the retailer opens
up a new store in Edinburgh this
summer.

!e store, which, like its sister
outlet, will be packed with a
huge range of tackle, clothing
and accessories covering all types
of angling including game, sea,
predator and coarse "shing, will
service anglers in east central
Scotland, the Borders, Fife and
beyond.

Renowned for already having
many of "shing’s biggest and
best brands on board, the team
expect to o#er the same extensive
range and choice, all backed up
by its network of warehouses and
suppliers from across the world.

Just as with Glasgow, there
will also be a "eld sports section

in-store with a selection of hunting
and shooting equipment.

!ere will be a casting pool to
try out $y rods before you buy,
and the store will o#er a ‘click and
collect’ service plus all the other
features that have made the "shing
megastore brand the success it has
been to date.

Meanwhile, a highly
knowledgeable team of sta# will
be on hand to give help and advice
on the best gear to suit any budget,
as well as o#ering pointers to local
"shing spots.

Glasgow Angling Centre
boss Paul Devlin revealed: “It is
something I have been looking at
for a few years; it’s a big city and I
believe it warrants a tackle store of
this size.

“It’s also a move to safeguard
Glasgow Angling Centre – I

know that competitors have
been looking at the locality and I
decided to move "rst. Initially sta#
will come from GAC but we will
then look to expand our sta%ng
locally.”

Located in the Granton area
of the city, the new store will be
within easy travelling distance

Neil adds his
Wayte to D.A.M
With the reintroduction of D.A.M into the
UK by Svendsen Sports, the brand has hired
industry veteran Neil Wayte .

!e role is initially as a sales rep to
look after the southeast of England,but it
looks set to expand into a broader product
development role.

Neil said: “It is exciting to be involved
with D.A.M being relaunched into the
UK.!ere is a very wide range of products
that encompasses all aspects of "shing here.
Clear market leaders and great sellers are the
Defender carp rods, the Yagi spinning rods
and the entire range of D.A.M Quick reels.
All are well built and good value.”

Neil also hinted that D.A.M is currently
researching the UK specimen market,where
Neil will be a key advisor.

!e D.A.M launch is backed by a 400-
page catalogue that contains 4,500 products
covering rods, reels and terminal tackle,with
a wide range of price points to meet current
market trends.

Glasgow Angling Centre
expands… into Edinburgh

of Edinburgh city centre, the
Forth Road Bridge, Haymarket
and Waverley train stations
and beyond, by car or public
transport, and will have free
parking for more than 150 cars.
Interestingly, it is understood it
will be sited next to the existing
Go Outdoors store.

Tackle giant Leeda’s B2B website, an integral
part of the way it works with retailers,has been
given an upgrade.

Alongside a fresh look,updated navigation
means that it is even easier to search by brand,
product type and other "lters,which dealers
have asked for.

Leeda’s marketing manager,Pat MacInnes,
explained: “!e new site is our trade portal for
dealers to purchase online and is one of our
priority projects for 2016, as we aim to continue
our strong support for dealers and make it easy
for them to order the products they want,when
they want them.

“But this isn’t a full-scale change to something
di#erent; it is an upgrade of what our customers
know and love and has been conducted to help
Leeda dealers order more e%ciently.”

Aside from product information,other
features include hi-res images, clearer access
to saved baskets, account information and
invoicing.

Pat added: “Most importantly, though, this is
an upgrade that will continue to be streamlined
to make it suit the user’s needs and how they
want to order.

Leeda gets down to business with website

“Working with our web partner Netalogue,
we have ‘futureproofed’the package to enable
future upgrades without losing functionality and
we’re optimising it to make it more e%cient for
mobile use.With more people accessing the site
via mobile devices, it’s essential that customers
can order e%ciently no matter what device
they’re using.”

News,downloads and product feeds remain
an integral part of the website,which customers
can use across their own digital channels.

Pat concluded: “We’re committed to giving
customers $exibility with what they order
and,with free carriage on all B2B orders,
there’s never been a better time to utilise this
technology as part of the Leeda dealer network.”

www.tandgmagazine.com

A mock-up of how the Edinburgh
Angling Centre store might look.
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!e BASC marketing team is here to help and support our trade
members. It is headed up by David Ilsley, who has held the position
for the past 20 years.

His team includes trade marketing o%cer Lin Oxley, myself as
marketing assistant and marketing and sales administrator Chantel
Taylor.

With more than 40 years’BASC experience between the team, you
can trust them to help and advise on all your trade membership needs.

Lin has been the trade marketing o%cer at BASC for more than
13 years. Much of her time is spent on the road visiting existing and
prospective trade members throughout the UK.

She also liaises and negotiates with business partners to improve
the trade package, which includes exclusive deals with Parcelforce,
Omni Retail Finance, Global Payments and Worldwide Options.

A trade newsletter goes to members on a regular basis and she will
soon launch a Facebook trade page.

I have been with BASC since 2008 (BASC’s centenary year) and
I’m responsible for print/web advertising design as well as the BASC
branded products for sale and giveaways (application packs, banners,
display boards, trade membership certi"cates etc.)

Along with David, I am the "rst point of contact for membership
and insurance queries from members.

Chantel Taylor joined the marketing team in November as admin
support for the whole marketing team. She liaises closely with Lin to
ensure all trade members receive the free marketing materials they are
entitled to, whether these be codes of practice, season/coaching cards
or trade banners.

In addition to this, as well as picking and packing marketing
materials, Chantel also works as the point of contact if trade members
need or are interested in having goody bags and prizes.

!ese can be used for events, shows or competitions trade members
may be running – simply get in touch.

Chantel and I, along with Jane Hatton from BASC Sporting
Services, have recently launched BASC Ladies Shooting to encourage
more women to shoot, by creating a hub to showcase events.

We have a page on the BASC website and a Facebook page
dedicated to keeping women up to date with events, news and
information relating to ladies shooting throughout the UK for all
ages, disciplines and abilities.You can also follow them on Twitter @
BASCladies.

If you have any events coming up for women, contact Chantel or
me via ladies@basc.org.uk and we will help you promote them.

❱❱ For all other enquiries contact the BASC marketing team on
01244 573000 or e-mail marketing@basc.org.uk

MEET THE BASC MARKETING TEAM

Kathleen O’Connor,
BASC’s marketing
assistant, lifts the
lid on her team of
colleagues who work to
promote our sport and
aid trade members.Trade shocked

at tackle shop
murder
Floral tributes have been laid
outside a tackle shop in Battle,
Sussex, following the murder of
Carrie Izzard, who worked for
the retailer.

!e 48-year-old had been
found dead at her home in
nearby Herstmonceux on
Monday, March 21st with a post
mortem revealing that she had
died following stab wounds to
her neck.

Gerry Palmer, who was
connected to related tackle outlet
Wylands International Angling
Centre, has been charged with
her murder.

He was found with injuries on
the same day and taken to the
Royal Sussex County Hospital in
Brighton but arrested after being
discharged.

In a statement, Carrie’s family
said: “Carrie was a much-loved
daughter, sister and aunt who will
be deeply missed. Her fun-loving
ways and zest for life will live on
in our memories. Her passing in
such tragic circumstances will
leave a big hole in the lives of her
family and those who knew her.”

Carrie was the widow of Jim
Izzard, a former photographer
who worked for the Bexhill
Observer. He died almost
two years ago while serving a
customer at Hailsham Camera
Centre.

She had recently announced
on Facebook that she was moving
on with her life after splitting up
from her boyfriend.

Photo credit: Bexhill Observer
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Float maker offers premier
ordering and supply

“ e new system is based
on multiple options for the
retailer,whichever suits their
needs and stock requirements.
Whether they work on a ‘just
in time’ system or big stock
orders,we can help themmake
the very best of their investment.”
You’ll also notice that the
packaging has changed,with
new branding, bags and,most
importantly, every item now has
a dedicated bar code using the
EAN-13 protocol.
All "oats that are pre-packed
– such as pike, carp or feeder
– feature a bar code on the
packaging,making it viable for
retailers using EPOS systems
to stock Premier products more
readily. e full list of bar codes is
available on request.
Premier’s managing director,
Mick Sladden, said: “We’ve spent
a long time ensuring that stocking
Premier "oats makes sense to any

Tackle supplier Premier has
been working hard to make sure
that the experience of buying its
"oats continues to improve,with
a dedicated business to business
website and new packaging
complete with bar codes.
 e B2B site –www.

premier oatsb2b.co.uk – is
designed to be easy to use and,
thanks to a revamp of the log in
procedure, is now accessible on
the go via mobiles and tablets as
well as on PCs andMacs.
In addition, it is now o#ering
a mark-up for products on the
B2B site of 50 per cent plus
VAT,making a total of 80 per
cent.Although this is a good
mark-up,Premier decided to
make the proposition even
better by removing carriage
costs completely; the minimum
previously charged was £3.50.
 is is even more signi$cant
because retailers can order

as many, or as few, "oats as
they want, even down to single
purchases. ey can restock or
carry a larger selection with a
lower outlay, despite the new
smaller trade packs introduced
for this year.All of these changes
ensure that the mark-up o#ered is
still highly competitive.
Production director Tony
Sladden,who looks after the
websites, said: “Websites and
website systems, ordering,
payments and ful$lment are
changing all the time.Every
amendment is designed to
improve the ‘retail’ or buying
experience for the customer.
“We take this very seriously
indeed. It is very easy to create
negative inertia in this whole
process.We know that if we can
remove the obstacles for not
ordering, then we’ll not only
attract more customers, but also
retain them.

sized retailer.
“It has to be based on simple
ordering, large stock holding, fast
despatch, decent mark-ups and
fabulous quality, and we believe
we tick all of these boxes.
“When we think we could
improve things,we do…and
quickly.Being a family based
manufacturing company built
on ‘traditional’ values, it’s our
reputation that’s on the line.
We’ve spent years building
that reputation for quality and
innovation, and always work to
ensure we keep it that way.”

❱❱ For more, call 01354 741330
or visitwww.premier oatsb2b.
co.uk

Range Right adds
punch with airgun
launch
Harrogate-based shooting supplier Range Right
is releasing a bullpup air ri"e into the market,
thanks to its exclusive distribution deal with
Kral.
 e Puncher is said to be a lightweight, easy
to handle,highly accurate bullpup airgun.
It is available in a choice of synthetic or
wooden stock in either .177 or .22.Both models
are cut for a ½in screw thread to allow easy
$tting of a silencer.
Each ri"e is tuned to o#er a legal 11.5ft/lb
and is capable of delivering 140 shots in .22 and
120 in .177.
Dealers should note that the scope is not
included but is available to order fromRange
Right on 01423 881919 or e-mail sales@range-
right.co.uk

COAST lines up
products as UK
business booms

Keen to consolidate its presence in the
marketplace,COASTwill be adding a number
of products for its main ‘torch selling season’
later in the year.
Details are being kept closely under wraps
but it is understood they will include four
more headtorches, two utility knives and two
additional torches.
UK and Ireland distributor BBB
Investments’managing director,Tim Sparrow,
revealed: “Our range additions for 2016 will
further strengthen our ever-growing range,
which will, in turn, increase the sales and pro$t
potential for our valued stockists.
“We will also have some excellent POS
options, including an innovative headtorch
display,which is bound to be of interest to
tackle dealers. is is in addition to some
special promotional ideas we are working on!”

It certainly seems that COAST is
continuing to grow since its UK launch in
mid-2012.
Tim added: “COAST products are now
available from approximately 2,000 assorted
outlets across the UK and Ireland,with more
adding on a regular basis.Our job is never
done and there is never any time/place for
complacency. at said,we can take pride and
pleasure in the progress of the COAST brand
within its $rst early years here.”
Further proof of con$dence in the growth
of the brand comes with BBB recently
adding a high-level racking system to free
up additional space within its Leicestershire
warehouse.

❱❱ Call BBB Investments on 01858 4105512
or visitwww.bbb-leisureproducts.co.uk
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Marukyu looks
at volume
with Bait
Factory
Japanese bait $rmMarukyu has
appointedHoward Kaye (above) as
a territory manager as it relaunches
its Bait Factory brand.
Howard will be selling the
Marukyu,Ecogear,RigMarole
and Bait Factory brands across
theMidlands and southwest of
England,bringing a wealth of
angling experience with him.
Previously he has held sales
positions at Pegley Davies and
Zebco and, latterly,was managing
Online Angling in Lincoln.
John Loftus, chairman of
Marukyu Europe, said: “Howard
is personable and has the drive,
tenacity and determination to
make this position work.He has
passion about the products and the
sport and we know that he will be
a major asset for the trade.”
 e announcement came on the
eve of the $rm’s relaunch of its Bait
Factory brand.
John added: “We have worked
hard on the Bait Factory brand and
it is the $rst mainstream product
to come out of our Boston factory.
 e range comprises boilies, pellets,
groundbaits and additives and will
see the brand position itself as a
volume player.”

We all want to see more people
$shing,more often. It means
more people join angling clubs
and visit $sheries, buy bait and
tackle, subscribe to angling
magazines and websites, and,
hopefully, support the the
AnglingTrust and Fish Legal.
It also means more people
buy a rod licence, so the
Environment Agency can
fund angling projects, improve
$sheries and waterways, and
encourage initiatives that
promote angling.
Last month,my colleagues
in the AT’s participation
team announced seven major
campaigns to get people $shing
– whether they are picking up
a rod and line for the $rst time
or returning to the water’s edge
after an extensive lay-o#.
 e activity planned
throughout the year is ambitious,
innovative and extensive, and
there will be more news about
particular events in the coming
weeks and months.
Once hooked on $shing,
however, it’s important that
we ensure recruits get all the
information they need to enjoy
their new-found passion.

Get out there
 eAnglingTrust’s "shinginfo.
co.ukwebsite, supported by the
Environment Agency, includes
thousands of listings to enable
anglers to do just that.
Whether it’s looking for
places to $sh, clubs to join, shops
to buy tackle and bait, $shing
coaches close to home,up-to-
date river levels and weather
forecasts,"shinginfo.co.uk
provides anglers with essential
information.
We’ve just added dozens

Fishinginfo – a one-stop shop for anglers

of events where families and
newcomers can try $shing, and
by registering to "shinginfo.co.uk,
anglers can set up their own
favourite searches, subscribe for
free to the AT newsletter and
buy their annual rod licence.

Get involved
We’re keen to see "shinginfo.co.uk
support the angling trade, too.
 at’s why hundreds of tackle
shops and retailers of angling
products are listed for free.
So how can the angling trade
support "shinginfo.co.uk and the
work of the AnglingTrust?
Firstly, if your business
isn’t listed, e-mail admin@
anglingtrust.netwith a brief
description of who you are,what
you do and where you’re based
and we’ll add you for free.
Secondly, tell your customers
about us.Help spread the
news about "shinginfo.co.uk
and encourage them to register
for free and subscribe to the
AnglingTrust newsletter.
 irdly, consider joining
the AnglingTrust as a trade
member.Annual membership
costs just £30.As well as
supporting theTrust’s work, it
o#ers discounts on advertising in
the AT newsletter and website.

❱❱ You can e-mail me at david.
brookes@anglingtrust.net if you
require further information or
visitwww."shinginfo.co.uk

Check out river levels and weather on fishinginfo.
co.uk to make the best of your day’s fishing

By David Brookes,Angling Trust head of marketing
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Storm Katie curtails
Kelmarsh fair

Masterline Walker sees reputation grow
Tackle supplier Masterline
Walker continues to go from
strength to strength thanks to its
latest range of products hitting
the shelves right now.

Since Chris Summers took
over as sales and product manager
nearly three years ago,he has
been working hard to build the
reputation of the brands and
revamp the look of the products,
to make them stand out not only
in terms of value for money but
in quality and visually too.

Get your
hooks into
Eagle Claw
catalogue
Reuben Heaton, the UK and
Ireland distributor for Eagle
Claw,will launch the !rst trade
catalogue covering all Eagle
Claw brands to retailers this
June.

Over the last 12 months
Reuben Heaton has worked
with Eagle Claw to identify
products within its portfolio
that have applications for our
home markets, exhibiting them
at various events and trade
shows.

In addition, time has been
spent developing new products
speci!cally aimed at the UK
and wider European markets,
including a range of hi-tech
carp hooks under the TroKar
brand,which will also feature in
the catalogue.

Reuben Heaton boss
Andrew Race said: “Our initial
thoughts were to run a core
range of products centred
around the main Eagle Claw
brand,but we had such a great
response to the Wright &
McGill rods and other items at
the T&GTrade Show last year,
that we have decided to o"er
retailers access to the complete
range this year.

“We will o"er an initial range
of core items, ex-stock from the
UK factory, along with access
to all other catalogued items
to order.As demand for other
products increases, they will be
added to the UK stock list.”

❱❱ Retailers interested in Eagle
Claw brands including Lazer
Sharp,TroKar and Wright
& McGill should call 01455
293000 or e-mail eagleclaw@
reubenheaton.com

#e organiser of Kelmarsh
Country Show has defended his
decision to cancel the second day
of the event as a storm lashed the
Leicestershire site.

Ian Harford,CEO of
Countryman Fairs, said stand
holders were behind him in his
decision to cut the event short for
the !rst time in its 34-year history.

#e event,which welcomes
around 28,000 visitors each year,
was cancelled early on the morning
of Easter Monday as strong winds
and heavy rain from Storm Katie
damaged stands and $ooded the
site.

Ian told T&G: “Our decision
was based purely on the safety of
the public, the exhibitors and the
organising team.We stay on site so
we felt the full force of the storm
!rst-hand.

“Public safety is always our
number one priority.#ere was no
other decision to make.We have
received overwhelming support
from exhibitors and visitors.

“It is still early days and we are
still looking at the full impact but
we have six other events taking
place this year and this will not
make any di"erence to them.”

Meanwhile, Ian is planning on
boosting the other shows with his

Gunmakers’Roadshow,which
will see top international shotgun
brands touring Britain during his
other country events.

Aimed at clay and game
shooters alike, the not-for-pro!t
ground-breaking initiative will see
world-class manufacturers and
distributors exclusively showcasing
products in a purpose-built tented
village with retail outlets, dedicated
clay shooting lines for try-before-
you-buy opportunities, plus tuition
from BASC-accredited coaches.

In a bid to encourage more
newcomers to the sport, visitors
will also bene!t from free clays and
cartridges.

Browning,Winchester and
Miroku were at the inaugural
event at Kelmarsh,with others like
Perazzi,Bettinsoli,Rizzini,Caesar

Guerini,AYA and Blaser Sporting
set for the Broadlands Country
Show at the beginning of May.

Ian explained: “As a result of
visitor and exhibitor feedback,
we have redesigned the layout of
all our outdoor events so that the
Gunmakers’Roadshow is at the
heart of the show.

“It will be a one-stop shop for
the public interested in seeing
and handling the latest shotguns
from the leading brands.#ere’s
no need to wait all year for that
one big game fair, the Gunmakers’
Roadshow is coming to a county
near you.

“We want to see the British
gunmaking industry thrive and
never-seen-before initiatives like
this will really help to promote the
sport to a new audience.”

Chris enthused: “As we all know,
people buy with their eyes a lot of
the time.We have received a lot of
praise from our customers at the
trade shows we held through the
winter.When they have seen some
of the new items many people have
said the gear looks better than ever
and the quality is a lot better too.

“We try to help the retailers
to help us by o"ering industry-
leading margins and a"ordable
quality to the retailer so he can
ensure a healthy margin.”

#e latest launches are the
ATOM centrepin reel from
J W Young, complementary rods,
plus Fantazia and Rangemaster
saltwater rods,which have pre-
sold well.#e latter are said to
be at a higher quality and price
point than in the past in this area
and have proved a great addition
based on pre-sold numbers.

❱❱ For more, call 01684 299000
or visit www.masterlinewalker.
co.uk

NEWS

t
The Kelmarsh show may have

been reduced by a day but the
Gunmakers’ Roadshow will

tour the other venues this year.
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Rigby looks for gunsmiths to meet orders

#e full-time roles will be
based at the !rm’s purpose-built
headquarters in south London.

Managing director Marc
Newton said: “We currently have
a full order book and, with interest
from around the world increasing
all the time, we have decided to
up our production capability by
recruiting three more specialist
gunsmiths.

“Like our current team,

Gunmaker John Rigby & Co
is recruiting three more sta" to
help meet increased demand for
its award-winning range of ri$es
and shotguns.

#e London !rm has seen
an upsurge in orders following
a record 12 months, which
included the sale of its Jim
Corbett commemorative
London Best, its !rst Rigby
Rising Bite double ri$e in 84
years and the introduction of
three more models in its Big
Game range.

Rigby is now looking for
an additional actioner, !nisher
and stocker to join its team.
Applicants should have
experience in the manufacture
of best guns; a comprehensive
knowledge of building high-
quality bolt-action ri$es, double
ri$es and shotguns; the ability
to work as part of a passionate
team; and a thirst to be at the
top of the gunmaking trade.

Dinner hooks
donations
charities
Fishing charities are more than
£76,000 better o" thanks to the
generosity of guests at a charity
dinner held at the Royal Hospital,
Chelsea.

#e Fishing for Our Future
event, to jointly bene!t #e
Angling Trust,Fishing 4 Schools
and Casting for Recovery UK &
Ireland, saw 160 guests dine in the
Great Hall of the Royal Hospital
and bid for top lots, including a
complete salmon !shing out!t and
!shing weeks.

Top lot of the night was a week’s
stay on the Borana Conservancy in
Kenya,which raised £32,000.

Each place setting included a
unique $y,hand tied and donated
by members of the Fly Dressers’
Guild, and the guests ate trout
from Chalk Stream Foods and
drank wine donated by Johnny
Goedhuis and champagne donated
by Gardet.

applicants must be driven
to work to the very highest
standard.#ey must be
committed to being part of the
Rigby ethos, and to ensuring
that the Rigby name continues
to be a byword for quality
workmanship.”

❱❱ Applicants should e-mail a
CV and covering letter to marc@
johnrigbyandco.com
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Tronix plans ahead with staff
Forward-thinking tackle
company TronixFishing gathered
its pro sta! team together to plan
for the future.

Its "rst pro sta! meeting near
Littlehampton,West Sussex,
was the brainchild of managing
director George Cunningham,
who saw this as an ideal
opportunity to discuss product
development and marketing with
the group.

#e 15-strong team of
consultants includes some of
the biggest names in sea match
angling, lure, light game and
street "shing.

Pro sta! members were
given a guided tour of the
TronixFishing HQ followed
by a morning session where
they could view the new 2016
catalogue and look at and
give feedback on new product
launches for the coming year.

Following lunch, the team
was guided through the business’
marketing plans and given an
opportunity to discuss new
product development ideas for
2017 and beyond.

George said: “We have big
plans for our own brands,
Tronixpro and HTO, and having
the right people to advise us is
incredibly important in creating
products that not only sell but
are exactly what the European
market is looking for.

“Our team of pro sta! are
all as committed as we are
in achieving our goals and
producing some fantastic
products.Year round, these guys
are testing samples in real "shing
situations and suggesting ways in

which products can be improved.
#e end result gives us a range of
products that are well thought out
and work in the situations they
were designed for.”

Marketing manager Mike
#russell Jnr added: “#is was the
ideal opportunity for us to gather
our pro sta! together to discuss
our digital marketing plans for
2016-17.

“Our pro sta! will be vital for
spreading the word about our
products and for generating the
content that will inspire our end
users to buy Tronix products,
generating sales for our retail
customers.”

#e TronixFishing 2016
catalogue should be with all trade
account holders by the time this
copy of T&G reaches you.

Meanwhile, it has also added

MikeThrussell Jnr has joined
Tronix as marketing manager.

two further angling services to its
expanding Partners Programme,
plus a marketing manager.

Cast Your Lead is run by Colin
Olver, a Dorset casting instructor
who o!ers tuition for beginners
and experienced anglers looking to
add extra yards to their cast.

Tronix hopes the deal with
the registered sea angling casting
instructor, level 2 angling coach
and England junior shore angling
team casting coach will encourage
more people into the sport and
improve their enjoyment of it.

It has also partnered with Go
Angling Charter Services, on
board Welsh international Gethyn
Owen’s boat My Way out of
Holyhead, Anglesey.

#e business will be showcasing
Tronixpro terminal tackle during
its general and light tackle angling

Optics brand’s fly fishing sponsorship

trips for smoothhounds, tope and
spurdogs.TronixFishing will also
sponsor the 2016 Smoothhound
Challenge.

It has also added Mike
#russell Jnr as its marketing
manager to help its expansion.

Mike ran the World Sea
Fishing (WSF) website for 18
years, building it into the largest
such site in the UK and a highly
recognisable online brand.

TronixFishing managing
director George Cunningham
said: “Mike has a proven track
record in the industry for
delivering angling content to
the end user. So it was a simple
decision for me, when Mike
told me about the sale of World
Sea Fishing and explained he
would have some spare time
on his hands, I thought it an
ideal opportunity to o!er him a
position. Our marketing plans
have been transformed and I feel
totally comfortable having Mike
at the helm of this.”

Mike added: “TronixFishing
is forward-thinking, it’s open to
new ideas and together we’ve
come up with a solid marketing
plan that focuses on engaging
our end users, promoting
our brands and products and
ultimately increasing sales for our
retail customers.”

Alongside an online product
catalogue, a relaunch of the
content website is on the cards
for May.

❱❱ Contact TronixFishing on
01903 732567 or e-mail info@
tronix!shing.com to apply for an
account or get a catalogue.

Sunglasses manufacturer Lenz Optics has
given its backing to the biggest reservoir pairs
$y "shing contest in the UK, the Scierra
Pairs.

#e "rm, known for its handmade, Zeiss
"tted shades, is sponsoring the competition,
which runs until the end of August and
boasts the largest cash pot in UK $y "shing.

#e Scierra Pairs, now in its third year, is

open to any angler and a partner with the
"nal held at Llyn Brenig in North Wales.

Competition initiator and organiser, Phil
Dixon, said: “I am ecstatic to have a sponsor
like Lenz Optics on board this year. It is
known for its integrity and uncompromising
approach to design and craftsmanship and
this sponsorship will only make the Scierra
Pairs stronger and attract more anglers.”

Scierra Pairs founder
Phil Dixon.
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Rob Hughes will film a series of
angling programmes for BT Sport.

Fishing looks set to be beamed
into millions of homes once
more following news of a giant
deal to broadcast a series of
angling shows.

Angler and presenter Rob
Hughes has been signed up
by BT Sport for a string of
programmes, which will include
competition highlights and
even a Top Gear-style fun and
entertainment venture.

Rob said: “I’m over the moon
to be working with BT Sport
and all the brilliant energy and
creativity that comes with it.
Our sport is magni!cent and
we are one of the leaders on the
international competition scene.
As anglers we need to see more

of the big events televised and
the wider public needs to know
just how good England are as an
angling nation.

“Part of my role with the
Angling Trust and Sport England
is to promote participation within
our sport and I aim to do exactly
that.Taking angling to a wider
audience is exactly what we need
and showing the public how good
we are, and also the fantastic
bene!ts of angling, are vitally
important to the future of our
sport.”

"e agreement will see 27
new programmes being made
especially for BT, including
15 event highlights shows and
a magazine-style series of 12

programmes covering all
disciplines, with star guests,
fun challenges and a look into
some of the conservation and
environmental bene!ts of
angling.

"e !rst of the competition
highlights shows will be
broadcast in May, with the
magazine show airing in late
autumn.

Air Arms junior picks up trophy

Predator
classic comes
to UK
A !shing tournament that has
taken the European predator scene
by storm is coming to England.

"e World Predator Classic
(WPC) is now so big that national
qualifying events are being set up
across Europe, including one at
Grafham Water on August 20th
and 21st.

Considered one of the most
versatile predator !sheries in the
UK, Grafham holds huge pike,
perch and zander, along with
excellent infrastructure, easy access,
boats, on-site camping, a top-
quality clubhouse and catering,
plus a proven track record in
hosting big competitions.

"row in a prize pot including
50 per cent for every entrant o# a
Lowrance !sh!nder, plus prizes
from Ardent Angling, Reuben
Heaton, Eagle Claw,Wright &
McGill, and more, and it is clear
there is plenty on o#er for predator
anglers and tackle suppliers.

❱❱ You can !nd out more at
www.worldpredatorclassic.com/
england-quali er/

Angling nets
major TV deal

Keen shooter and junior Air Arms ambassador Abby Warren won
the prestigious Ken White trophy in the National Scout Shooting
Competition in Bisley,Surrey.

"e hotly contested competition is an annual event, involving around
800 scouts from all over the country, so 13-year-old Abby was up against
hundreds of talented shooters.

During the !erce competition,Abby experienced an unexpected
malfunction with the sights on her ri$e, leaving her unable to compete
with her own airgun and having to get her hands on a replacement ri$e
quickly.

She was handed an unfamiliar Air Arms ri$e but excelled in the
competition regardless, achieving 94/100 in the under-14 category.
She was awarded the Ken White Trophy and gold medal for best
performance.

Along with fellow team members from 1st South West Cheshire
Scouts she also won the 2015 Pistol Trophy,Team Ri$e, the Six-Yard
Air Ri$e accolade, the Webley Scott Trophy for the third time,plus the
Junior Knockout Competition.

Meanwhile,Air Arms shooter Andy Watkins clinched top spot in

AndyWatkins made
the airgun grade.

AbbyWarren won a trophy
with a borrowed airgun.

Grade C of the Midlands Field Target Association (MFTA) Winter
League 2015/16.

Andy competed in the !erce !eld target competition as part of the
Millride Field Target Club,Wolverhampton,with his EV2 air ri$e !tted
with a Falcon T50 scope.

As a relatively new and young shooter entering his !rst league shoot,
Andy initially intended to compete in only a few rounds but he ended
up competing in all eight to achieve the winning Grade C score.

He said: “Less than three years ago !eld target was a mystery to me.
I am thrilled to have won my grade but, for me, it’s more about personal
improvement and enjoyment of the sport.”
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Daystate backs dealers for show

"e sons of a tackle shop director
who was murdered last year have
come back !ghting and opened a
new !shing outlet as a tribute to
their mother.

Jackie Abott,who had been a
director of J&P Fishing Tackle in
Brierley Hill,West Midlands,died
in December last year.

Martyn and Ryan Abbott could
have chosen to turn their backs
on the tackle trade after the tragic
events that led to their mother‘s
death.

Instead, through sheer
determination and as a tribute
to their mum, they have spent
their darkest hours setting up a
new business – JMR Tackle – in
Brierley Hill to “make her proud”.
Friends and a Facebook appeal

also raised cash and support to
help the pair.

"e store was set to be opened
on Saturday,April 16th, the day
they should have been celebrating
Jackie’s 55th birthday.

"e unit on the Enterprise
Trading Estate boasts 2,000
square feet of display space,
stocking all major brands
including Korda,Guru,Trakker,
Nash and Preston Innovations.

But this is just the start for the
brothers,who want to develop the
shop to not only o#er the keenest
prices in the area but also to cater
more for the specialist angler.

Jackie’s husband Paul has
pleaded guilty to murder and was
due to be sentenced as T&G went
to press.

Airgun maker Daystate and its Brocock and
MTC Optics brands have been working hard
to ensure retailers are ready for the demand the
Northern Shooting Show will create.

Sales manager Adam Wood has been talking
to shops across the north, as he anticipates strong
demand for all three brands following the event in
Harrogate on May 7th and 8th.

Daystate itself will have a large presence at the
venture, both on its stand and on the have-a-go
airgun range. On display will be its latest model,
the Renegade, which is a mechanical version
of the bullpup-style Pulsar that was itself only
released last year. First delivery on the Renegades
is due on June 1st.

Meanwhile, although the Compatto is still

relatively new it is establishing itself as evidence of
a strong rebirth for this British company

Shooters can try one out for on the indoor
range and chat to Brocock sales sta# during the
event.

MTC optics will be showing its Viper and
Mamba Pro scopes for the !rst time to the public
and trade orders are being taken now.

"e Pro range, which consists of four scopes,
was launched to great acclaim at the recent IWA
show in Germany. Consumers will be able to see
the groundbreaking features on this new scope for
the !rst time while dealers can already get stock.

❱❱ To !nd out more, contact Adam Woods on
07802 726361 or e-mail adam@daystate.com

Comorant
control can
continue
Fisheries will be breathing a sigh of
relief after news that environment
minister Rory Stewart extended the
cormorant control plan.

"e multi-organisation !sh-eating
birds initiative has been successfully
providing advice and practical support
to angling clubs and !sheries over the
past two years about how to protect
!sh from cormorants and goosanders.

"e minister also said that the new
area-based approach to issuing licences
for lethal control will continue, rather
than requiring every !shery to submit
an individual application.

He felt that the system has worked
well and that it bene!ts !sheries,
which are an important part of the
rural economy.

After a three-year Angling Trust
campaign to persuade the government
to take action to tackle unsustainable
avian predation, three Fishery
Management Advisors (FMAs) were
appointed in 2014 to cover the whole
of England.

"ese posts were paid for by rod
licence income from the Environment
Agency,which has con!rmed funding
for another year.

Sons open tackle shop in
mum’s memory

Martyn and RyanAbbott
in their new shop.

Daystate’s bullpup-
style Renegade.
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Richter Optik scopes
have always been
made to a very high
standard, with the
factory where they

are made having more than 500
employees. In 2001 they were
awarded the ISO9001:2000 UK
Certi!cate for quality.

"is is evident in the
overwhelming view being that
Richter scopes cannot be bettered
in terms of value for money.

"e HD-C (High-De!nition
Clarity) optics are more what
you would expect to !nd on
scopes in a much higher price
range and reliability is very good
too, guaranteed by a no-quibble
warranty of two years.

Richter Scopes have been
distributed jointly in the UK
by David Nickerson and John
Rothery (Wholesale) for more
than 25 years but, with the
acquisition of David Nickerson by
Rothery’s in 2009, the latter is now

the sole importer and distributor
of these products.

Quality and value
"e Richter Scopes brand will see
a relaunch this year, with the aim
of becoming the best value-for-
money scope for retailers and
consumers without any reduction
in the standards of !nish or quality.

A website dedicated to
the brand is currently under
construction at www.richterscopes.
com, which will contain plenty of
information and further details on
each model in the range.

"e website will also feature
numerous high-quality images
for retailers to use, plus there is a
planned increase in advertising to
consumers to drive interest in the
brand and direct consumers into
their nearest retailer.

Richter Optik scopes will
not be sold direct to consumers;
distributor John Rothery
Wholesale assures us of this.

Richter scopes from Germany have a reputation for quality but a relaunch this year
will see them offer terrific value for money yet retain their high standards.

"e only way in which
consumers can purchase the scopes
will be from a retailer.

"e range has been split into
three simple sub-categories.
"ere is a !xed-magni!cation
Crystal range, perfect for small-
bore shooters, an adjustable-
magni!cation Dynamic collection
for ri#e shooters, while the Exact
features adjustable parallax for
target shooters and professional
pest control shooting. Each
Richter scope includes a set of #ip-
up lens covers as standard.

"e headliner of the Richter
Crystal range is the 4x32, which
has an RRP of £29.95."e star of
the Richter Dynamic range is the
3-9x40 model, RRP £49.95."e
#agship of the entire collection is
the Dynamic 3-9x50 scope with
adjustable parallax down to 10
yards, illuminated reticule and
large !eld of view, all with an RRP
of just £69.95.

"e pricing structure has been

carefully developed to ensure that
the products are attractive in the
market without compromising on
pro!t margins for the retailer.

Rothery’s is clear that by selling
Richter Scopes either on their own
or as part of a package deal, you
will earn a healthy pro!t and help
your cash #ow.

"ere are no minimum
order levels and John Rothery
Wholesale has ensured plenty of
stock for this year. Quantity price
discounts are available and all
interested dealers should discuss
their options with their customer
services representative.

putation for quality but a relaunch this year
money yet retain their high standards.

T: 023 9224 5350
E: www.bisley-uk.com

John Rothery Wholesale

Quality scopes
lookinggood
for relaunch
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A monthly roundup of what’s going
on in the world of small businesses

Business
matters

Wage change could hurt
Employers are preparing to cut overtime pay 
and raise their prices to claw back the extra
cost of the new national living wage (NLW).

From April 1st, 2016, workers in the UK
aged over 25 earning the minimum rate of 
£6.70 per hour will see a 50p increase.

More than half (54 per cent) of those 
surveyed by the Chartered Institute of 

Personnel and Development (CIPD) and the Resolution Foundation,
think NLW will increase their wage bill, with retailers among the most 
concerned.

Many suggested they would only be able to cover the rises by 
improving efficiency or raising productivity, taking lower profits, reducing
overtime and bonuses, reducing staff or raising prices.

SME lending helpful
Continued government support for 
competition in the SME credit market could 
help businesses.

From April the government has said
Credit Reference Agencies (CRAs) and some 
banks will have equal access to SME credit 
information.

Nic Beishon, at Equifax UK & Ireland,
explained: “The sharing of SME information among financial providers
is an excellent initiative to increase competition in SME lending and
improve access to competitive financing options.

“We are working closely with HM Treasury to progress the plans and
are developing exciting new solutions to help fi nancial providers get the
most value for the newly available data.”

Offering finance is easy
Retail finance is often thought to be hard to
manage, costly to run, with a minefield of
legislation and governance to get through.
But at iceTackle* 2016, the Take It Outdoors
group looked to debunk these myths and 
show just how easy offering fi nance can be.

A spokesman explained: “A good way of
understanding the power of retail finance is

by asking yourself ‘would my customers spend more if they could spread
the cost (with as little as zero per cent finance)?’

“If the answer is yes, then you should be offering finance.
“Did you know that three-quarters of customers decide where to shop

based on whether zero per cent finance is available, while 58 per cent
would delay their purchase or not make a purchase at all if fi nance wasn’t
available?

“More than 900 retailers are already offering finance through the Take
It Outdoors scheme, which has grown by 80 per cent since 2014.

“Managing the scheme is simple – it’s just a case of putting a swing 
ticket on the products you wish to offer fi nance on. Putting a sale through
on finance takes a matter of minutes, with the customer completing a
paperless application in store, or via your website.

“Finance isn’t expensive either – if you already offer discounts, you will
probably find that finance is often cheaper.”

If you missed Take It Outdoors at iceTackle* 2016, visit www.
takeitoutdoors.co.uk

COMPLETE
CLEANING
SOLUTION
THE COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
OF GUN CLEANING PRODUCTS

FROM KG AND PRO-SHOT

CLEAN PROTECT & MAINTAIN

PRO-SHOT AND KG ARE DISTRIBUTED  
IN THE UK BY VIKING ARMS LTD.

TEL: 01423 780810   |   EMAIL: INFO@VIKINGARMS.COM
WWW.VIKINGSHOOT.COM

T H E

TM
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With the
!rst of the
contenders
to replace
the CLA

Game Fair set to open its gates
in just over a month, there has
been concern and disquiet in
some quarters about the lack of
publicity and plans surrounding
the venture.

It was compounded further
by the fact that it is owned by
Time Inc, one of the biggest
publishers in the UK, with a

After some criticism from T&G publisher Sean O’Driscoll about a perceived lack
of information for Time Inc’s Field & Country event, show director Fiona Eastman

reveals what’s been going on…

string of outdoor titles, and the
fact that event expert and former
CLA Game Fair stalwart Fiona
Eastman is show director. But
Fiona is unrepentant about the
time it has taken to reveal the
hand of the Field & Country
Fair and believes everything is
now in place for an impressive
and successful show on June
10th to 12th at Cornbury Park,
Oxfordshire.

Taking your time?
Fiona revealed: “I can assure you

Field &
Country set
fair for key

event
that it was not a case of leaving it
for so long."e CLA announced
the demise of its annual event
in late September. While many
perhaps speculated that this
was on the cards, no movement
forward could be made until the
announcement was made.

“Time Inc actually moved
very fast. In the !rst instance
it made contact with the CLA
and logged its intent to launch a
show but stated it would be some
weeks before it would be able to
make a formal announcement.

“"e reason for what would
have appeared as silence was
because we knew that key to the
event’s success would be !nding
the right location and venue.

“With the knowledge of
exhibitor and visitor surveys
stretching over the 15 years that
I was involved with the CLA
Game Fair, and with Time
Inc’s own perception of where
the Game Fair had its greatest
successes, we knew we had to
!nd a venue in Oxfordshire.

“But it is not just a case of
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Oxfordshire’s Cornbury Park has
everything for a country fair venue.

everything was set in place. Of
course, in a perfect world we
would have loved to have made
the industry aware earlier.

T&G: What is going to make the
Field & Country Fair di!erent
from other events this summer?
FE: What we are putting on at
Cornbury Park in June is a fully
focused !eld sports fair."ere
are no add-ons. If you like, it is a
boutique fair – perhaps, to some
extent, the CLA Game Fair of
bygone years when it was all
about shooting, !shing and gun
dogs – a celebration of !eld sports
for a community who love to get
together, meet family and friends
and chew the cud.

Client care – our exhibitors – is
a high priority and for visitors we

have created !ve pinch points.
One of those is excellent o#ering
of food and drink.

T&G: Why should shooting
and "shing companies choose to
exhibit at the Field & Country
Fair?
FE: "is is a fresh, new, vibrant
fair. What is exciting is that you
can start with a clean sheet of
paper, write down thoughts and
ideas, re$ect on knowledge built
over years or conversations you
have had, mull them over and
work from a clean slate.

Going back to the basics I was
taught in my !rst PR job, for
BOCM Silcock, the fundamentals
were: who, what, where and when.
So applying that and building a
new fair we thought:

•Who are we putting the

fair on for? It will not succeed

if we just want to fill a void.

The ‘who’ are our clients, the

exhibitors, so we are looking

at every way we can tie the

entertainment of the fair

into maximising exhibitor

opportunities.

• What are we doing about

that? In Gunmakers’ Quarter

we are organising stands that

promote game and pigeon

shooting, wildfowling and

woodcock conservation.

Experts who will interact

with visitors will man each

stand. They will have in-depth

knowledge of all the products

available at the fair – and

where to get them – and will

bring these to the visitors’

attention. It’s the same in

gundogs, the cookery theatre

and all through the fair.

In particular, we are looking

at game fishing from a new

angle. I have worked with the

angling trade for many years,

albeit that I have been away for

nearly five!

This is where we can really

help to show whether a fair is

about the dog or the tail.

Are we putting a fair on for

us or for the industry? Well, it

has to be a partnership.

With that in mind, we

are talking with the rod

manufacturers. They want to

get rods into people’s hands

and we want to give our

visitors great opportunities

to rod test and have casting

tuition. The commercial aspect

is not between the fair and the

rod manufacturers, that comes

into play when a retailer would

like to have the opportunity

to sell.

• Where? As I said earlier, we

know we have the right venue.

• When should we hold the

fair? We have brought the

date forward. By going earlier

we are making the opportunity

easier for gamekeepers and

farmers to visit the fair.

!nding an estate in the right
location, it has to have all the right
elements – good access, su%cient
water frontage for !shing and
gun dog events, a suitable area for
the clay line, good $at parkland
for the exhibition stands and also,
importantly, the right ground…
that drains well.

“Cornbury Park was a treasure
that we unearthed for a !eld
sports event. Indeed, the CLA
held its show there in the mid-
1990s but this was before the
Rotherwick family had invested
in the parkland in the way it
subsequently did. It is a dream of
a site for a really good !eld sports
fair."en it was a case of contracts
and dates being sorted.

“We actually could not make
a formal announcement until
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T&G: What visitor numbers are
you expecting?
FE: Without a crystal ball who
can be accurate on this? I have
said 10,000 per day over three
days, so 30,000 in total.

We have a very big PR
machine through the Time
Inc titles and websites alone.
Over and beyond that we are
working with the rest of the
country sports media, !eld sport
associations, have a campaign
with the Telegraph Group,
regional campaign, a campaign
through online channels and a
growing social media presence.

T&G: What will you be doing to
attract local visitors/youngsters
to the event?
FE: We are running a solid
promotional campaign in the
region. I have a great committee
working with me, all from my
days at the CLA Game Fair, and
their network is pretty robust.
I have worked a number of times
with the regional media and,
while I will be positioning the
Field & Country Fair di#erently
from the CLA event, as it will
not be such a broad church,
I have sorted what I would
consider to be the right campaign
with all of the relevant media.

It is not just about reaching
a local audience outside
the enthusiasts through the
countryside and country sport
channels, it is about !nding ways
to target newcomers.

I won’t spell the whole
campaign out, but we are
reaching groups who we feel will
be spot-on to introduce country
sports to.

Of course, the younger
audience is vital to any industry
to ensure that it has future
enthusiasts.

We will ensure that the
entertainment value is there for
all age groups.

Not everything that we would
like to do over time is going to be
achievable in year one.

But, with the !rst year under
our belt, we will look into more
ways to embrace the younger
audience attending the fair, not
just with parents but through
schools and clubs

"is is something I could never
achieve during my time at the
CLA because we held the event
after schools had closed for the
summer.

Watch this space, though…

T&G: What engagement
have you had with the various
countryside associations?
FE: Lots. It is where I started
when we were launching the fair.
I have always communicated very
strongly with the associations.
"ey are the backbone of the
industry, along with the core
trade.

We are delighted that all the
main !eld sports associations
are taking stands at the fair and
we have o#ered their members
special ticket rates.

T&G: What will be the main
attractions at the show?
FE: If it is !eld sport related, it
will be there. It is all about the
mixture of learning and fun.

We have many new features
and events that we are adding
to those we know are favourites
with visitors.

T&G: What is the long-term
plan for the Field & Country
Fair?
FE: We are not planning to grow
the fair to the size that the CLA
was. It would break the ethos

of what we are putting
on. We will always be
pure !eld sports and
our intention is to keep
the exhibition element
to around 350 to 450
stands and never grow
to countless hundreds of
exhibitors.

It will be about re!ning
and re!ning, listening to
what the industry wants
and working hand in
hand.

T&G: What will Time
Inc’s magazines be doing
to encourage visitors?
FE: Time Inc is 100 per cent
behind this event and is in it
for the long run. It has invested
enormously in it and the
magazines are shouting about the
fair from the rooftops.

I know there has been criticism
on the lack of noise that Time
Inc made earlier in the year – if
anyone is the culprit here, it
is me. I had the editors at my
throat wanting show content to
promote.

I had to have time to build the
content. I could not magic it up.

I had many, many people
I needed to meet – shooting
schools about the clay line,
gundog people about their
features, chefs and so on.

I went as fast as the team
working with me and I could go.
We are now rich in show content,
helped by the editors’ input and
great contacts.

I can o#er an apology that
publicity was not sent out sooner
but I can say that everyone
can rest assured that there is
a wealth of editorial coverage
$owing through all the relevant
magazines, websites and social
media about the fair (in fact,

that’s a monthly reach of 1.3
million).

Furthermore,Time Inc fully
appreciates that the coverage
has to extend far beyond their
readership and we are promoting
through all the country sport
media and the !eld sport
associations.

As I said earlier, we are going
to provide an event that o#ers a
great visitor experience.

Learning, fun, good shopping,
fantastic food and drink, and
when they are on their way back
to their cars they will know they
have laughed with friends and
family and had a really good day
out.

An exhibitor list will be
published very soon.

The team says Cornbury
Park is a “treasure”.

Field & County show
director Fiona Eastman.
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RETAILER SURVEY

Is footfall up or down on last month?

Are you expecting next month’s
tackle sales to be up or down?

Is your pro!t up or down on this time last year?

If you sell tackle by mail order, are your
mail-order sales up or down on last month?

Are your overall sales up or
down on last month?

If you sell tackle via your website, are your
internet sales up or down on last month?

71%
Down 29% Up

2%
Down 98% Up

45%
Down 55% Up

85%
Down 15% Up

Tackle Shops

Country-
clothing
sales
in tackle
shops?

Finally, after a long old winter, it seems that tills are
ringing once more as anglers get out on the bank (and
visit your shops).

In all, 68 per cent of this month‘s survey
respondents said footfall was up (25 per cent last
month) with a similar number reporting better sales.

Profit is also up, year-on-year, for 55 per cent of the
outlets replying (31 per cent last time).

The improved weather, the advent of Easter and
some holidays have probably helped considerably.

Sadly for mail order and online retailers, though,
things remain tough. As anglers get out and about, the
catalogues and computers are left untouched.

In all, just 29 per cent of mail order sellers and only
15 per cent of internet traders, reported good business
in the past month.

For tackle shops selling clothing by mail order or
online times have also been challenging – just 15 and
12 per cent respectively had decent sales. Thankfully,
though, 94 per cent were hopeful things will pick up
next month.

Overall, almost everyone questioned said they were
expecting a better month to follow – a staggering 98
per cent had their fingers crossed for increased sales.

Sponsored by

32%
Down 68% Up

31%
Down 69% Up

Are you expecting next
month’s country-clothing
sales to be up or down?

94% up
6% down

If you sell country clothing
via your website, are your
country-clothing internet
sales up or down on last

month?

12% up
88% down

If you sell country clothing
by mail order, are your

country-clothing sales up
or down on last month?

15% up
85% down
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Gun Shops

Is footfall up or down on last month?

Are you expecting next month's
shooting-equipment sales to be up or down?

Is your pro!t up or down on this time last year?

If you sell shooting equipment by mail order, are
your mail-order sales up or down on last month?

Are your overall sales up or
down on last month?

If you sell shooting equipment via your website,
are your internet sales up or down on last month?

Country-
clothing
sales
in gun
shops?

It’s been another mixed month for gun shops with
similar figures to last month in terms of footfall and
sales – 44 per cent saying footfall was up (40 per cent
last time) and 45 per cent seeing better sales (41 per
cent).

However, year-on-year profit was down for three-
quarters of those who responded (46 per cent last
time).

Business is not ideal for those selling shooting gear
via mail order. Indeed, 72 per cent said business was
poor (81 per cent last time) and 62 per cent said the
same for online business (85 per cent last month), so
at least things are heading in a better direction.

Country-clothing sellers have also been struggling –
almost no-one had seen decent business over the past
month either via mail order (four per cent) or through

the internet (six per cent). While the former is similar
to last month, the latter is down from 23 per cent last
time out.

It’s an even split with these traders on next month’s
expectations, though.

There has been no change in gun dealers’ views
that next month will be better, with 69 per cent again
saying they expected increased sales.

Sponsored by

Alan Paine Country Collection is
proud to sponsor the

Tackle & Guns Retailer Survey

Stylish countrywear for men and
women, from hard-wearing tweeds

to wax cotton and waterproofs.

Contact our sales team on
01623 415765 for more details.

WIN AN ALAN PAINE SHIRT!
As a thank you for taking part,we’ve
drawn the name of one retailer from last
month’s respondents to win a superb
Alan Paine gent’s pure-cotton Ilkley shirt.

Congratulations this month to Leech
and Sons,Chelmsford, the shirt is on its
way…

69% Up31%
Down

38% Up62%
Down25% Up75%

Down44% Up56%
Down

45% Up55%
Down 28% Up72%

Down

If you sell country clothing
by mail order, are your

country-clothing sales up or
down on last month?

4% up
96% down

Are you expecting next
month’s country-clothing
sales to be up or down?

50% up
50% down

If you sell country
clothing via your website,
are your country-clothing
internet sales up or down

on last month?

6% up
94% down
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In 1816, Eliphalet Remington
was on the lookout for a strong,
reliable ri!e. Gathering his
knowledge and some iron from
his father’s blacksmith forge, he

handcrafted a single barrel and took
it to a local gunsmith to have it made
into a !intlock ri!e.

Not surprisingly, word about
it quickly spread and demand for
his craft rapidly grew. So did "e
Remington Arms Company – at a
gorge on Steele’s Creek in Ilion, New
York, where determination and destiny
met to
shape

Remington Arms is celebrating 200 years of history and, as you would expect
with one of the oldest and best-known names in gunmaking, it has some truly

memorable products planned to mark the occasion.

Marking
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be expected to be extremely
special and Remington has not
disappointed its fans.

It is producing a unique limited
edition series of laser-engraved
#rearms and is giving shooters the
chance to own an exciting new
part of Remington’s vast history.

Available throughout its
bicentennial year, a limited run of
2016 classic Model 870, Model
1100, Model 700 and Model
7600 #rearms will feature a
luxurious, sculpted 24-carat gold
inlay portraying founder Eliphalet
Remington walking with his #rst
forged barrel.

Features of each model include
high-polish carbon steel, engraving
with a gold inlay, C-grade
American black walnut with a
special laser-engraved pattern, a
dedicated serial number range,
printed commemorative packaging
and a medallion incorporated into
the grip of the long guns.

Each is presented in a
commemorative Bicentennial
box with a historical Remington
timeline and a certi#cate of
authenticity.

Made to remember
Remington is o$ering select

T: 01206 795333
W: www.sportsmk.co.uk

Sportsmarketing

con#gurations of Model
870 and Model 700s with
commemorative bronze-coloured
medallions built into the grip
cap."e Model 870 with walnut
stock and Model 700 ADL
walnut come in four calibres: 243
Win, 270 Win, 30-06 SPRG and
300 Win Mag.

All of the above are
available in the UK via the
Remington-owned distributor
Sportsmarketing.

The gold standard
To commemorate the precision
craftsmanship that led to
Remington’s founding in 1816,
the company is also producing
a small number of exceptionally
rare, hand-engraved #rearms
from its renowned Custom Shop.

Each special set of three
includes a Model 870 and Model
700 and all featuring luxurious
gold inlays and ornate scrolling
and bespoke patterns.

"e #rm has used master
craftsman Jesse Kaufman,
who has more than 25 years of
experience in the gun trade, to
produce the exquisite engravings
on the custom Bicentennial
models.

be expected to be extremely
special and Remington has not

con#gurations of Model
870 and Model 700s with

A modern masterpiece and
the continuation of a tradition,
they are available throughout the
bicentennial year in several ways.

"e #rst set will be on display
during the 2016 show season,
then will reside at the Remington
Museum in Ilion, New York,
USA.

"e second set has been
donated to the National Ri!e
Association (NRA) in America
for auction during its 2016 NRA
annual meetings.

"e third set is being made
available via a year-long auction
on www.remington.com, with all
proceeds dedicated to Remington
Outdoor Company charities and
conservation groups.

While a fourth set will be
given away in December to the
grand prize winner of a year-long
Remington Country consumer
sweepstake.

the course of American history.
"e story of Remington is the

story of America, written arm
in arm with the pioneers who
settled that wild land and with
countless generations of hunters
and shooters in the forming of a
sporting tradition.

With the advent of the
American Civil War in 1861,
Remington worked !at out to
make pistols, carbines, ri!es and
muskets for the Federal army
and navy. It was also the year
that Eliphalet died, passing the
business to sons Philo, Samuel
and Eliphalet III.

Over the years the company
produced a huge range of guns
and ammunition and found itself
a major player in World War Two,
as well as proving popular with
hunters and sportsmen around the
world.

As it celebrates its double
centenary during 2016, it is #tting
that it has unveiled a special
collection of limited edition,
Bicentennial #rearms.

Timeless
craftsmanship
With such a key anniversary,
any commemorative guns would

The 200th
anniversary Model
1100, with gold
inlay engraving.

The commemorative Model
7600 (top) and Model 700.
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On The Market

Specimen
FishingGear

We will soon be poised for the start of the river season and the renewed
interest in specimen fishing, driven in no small part by the upsurge in

barbel fishing over the last few years.
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Riding perhaps
somewhat on the
coat tails of the barbel
boom, plus increasing
numbers of carp

anglers looking to spread their
wings, specimen !shing has seen
a resurgence in recent seasons,
encouraging many companies to
look again at this sector.

"is year has seen the launch of
more exciting products than for
many years, with innovation in all
areas, from baits right through to
rods and reels.

Reel appeal
Shimano’s Baitrunner reels have
long graced the rods of many
leading specimen hunters and the
stylish Baitrunner XT RB models
are sure to !nd a home on many
stillwater anglers’ rods, especially
in the 6000 size.

With Aero Wrap II and two-
speed oscillation, line lay is superb,
giving accurate !shing at range.
With four shielded steel bearings
and one roller bearing, plus a
smooth rear drag, the XT RB is
sure to prove a popular investment
for anglers looking to upgrade.

With !shing at increased range
for bream and tench proving vital
on large venues, many specimen
anglers are using tackle originally
designed for the carp market.

Take Daiwa’s Emblem BR25A
mini big-pit reel. With its
shortened 25mm spool, fast crank
rate and wide arbor spool, the
BR25A is ideal launching feeders
towards the horizon. Fitted with
an Ultimate Tournament Drag
front-drag system and rear free
spool, the Emblem is ideal for the
lighter lines associated with small
species, as well as carp.

Hook and line…
Fluorocarbon main lines are a
big hit in the carp sector thanks
to softer, more castable versions.
Daiwa’s original Floorit was one
of the most popular and its Floorit
Super Soft, available in breaking
strains down to 8lb, should !nd a
strong following among stillwater
anglers looking for improved line
lay and barbel enthusiasts keen on
better rig concealment.

Drennan International has
a long history of developing
specimen products that are ‘just
right’.

Non-slip rod rests are one such
development that takes a humble
item and simply makes it better.

From sister brand ESP, the
Cryogen hooks are said to o#er
increased strength and fatigue
resistance."e size 10 Classic
pattern would suit many barbel
anglers in particular. ESP’s
bobbins are also set to be found
adorning the buzzer bars of many
this season, with the extra-heavy
metal heads being useful for long-
range bream !shing.

If swinger-type indicators
are more your cup of tea, Fox
International’s MK3 Swingers
and Micro Swingers will not
disappoint. Available with
heads in !ve colours and a matt
black !nish, they can be bought
individually or in three and four-
rod setups."e MK3 Swingers
feature Fox’s unique gate-latch
line system, while the Micro has
a more conventional adjustable
line clip.

"e Fox Micron MXr+ alarms
have two levels of sensitivity, plus
indexed volume and tone controls.
"e D-Tec Sensing System is

said to reduce the number of
false bleeps even when !shing in
strong undertow and the inbuilt
I-Com transmitter system means
the alarms can be used with Fox’s
remote sounder boxes.

Fox’s collaboration with Spomb
has taken a while to come to
fruition but the resulting
Impact Spod has seen
many switching
to this unique
style of enclosed
spod. With
one-handed
loading, an
aerodynamic
shape that casts
further and more
accurately, plus
a no-spill
design, this
spod is ideal
for particle baits
such as hemp,
maggots
and casters.
It comes in

two sizes, great for creating either
a light scattering or a big bed of
grub.

Bagged, seated and
boxed
Korum continues to solidify its
strong position with a plethora
of product releases for 2016, such
as the latest version of the well
received Roving Kit, featuring
a redesigned Ruckbag that still
enables a chair to be carried on
your back. A super-light chair is
also contained in the pack, which
now features folding arms, as well
as a well-padded mattress for
extra comfort. Finally, a two-rod
sleeve for made-up rods has been
included, which also has external
!xings for a landing net. It’s a
great lightweight package that has
created a gateway into the Korum
brand.

With the Korum Accessory
chair such a bestseller, for 2016
the original range of accessories
has been updated with Speed!t
adaptors so they can be removed
while leaving the bracket in place,
making setting up and packing
away much faster.

A new Maxi side tray will suit
many anglers looking for a larger
work area to the side of their chair.
New rod-rest heads – Barbel
Rest and Angle Quiver Rest –
complete the hardware.

ITM tackle boxes have been
another perennial bestseller and
the addition of a new Float Box is
set to continue this trend. A mini
version of the Grub Feeder builds
on the original larger design and
looks perfect for !shing at shorter
ranges. Finally, barbel anglers will
appreciate the Starlight Holders

At this time of year, expect
plenty of interest in tench.
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from the Telford-based company,
that are ideal for those into-dark
evening sessions.

Kent-based eyewear company
Fortis has recently formed an
alliance with UK clothing and
sleeping bag manufacturer
Snugpak."e latest joint projects
include a range of insulated
clothing in a neat DPM
camou$age pattern, ideal for
overnight sessions."e Fortis
X Snugpack Techlight DPM
sleeping bag is another interesting
collaboration. Featuring a three-
layer construction, with the top
layer removable, it is equally at
home !shing overnight summer
bream sessions, or bivvying up for
winter roach.

Strong following
Nash products, although originally
designed for carp !shing, have a
strong following among specimen
anglers as well. In particular, the
company’s shelters and bedchairs
are commonly seen on the banks
of many big-!sh venues.

"e lumbar-support chair
range and the latest incarnation
of the company’s Sleep System
bedchairs, which feature improved
tensioning of the mattress, are set
to be big sellers this year. Nash
Bait also has several extra baits of
interest to the specimen angler,
with Pineapple Crush Instant
Action ideal for spring tench
!shing campaigns.

Enterprise Tackle’s arti!cial
baits have been bolstered with
several recent launches and, after
15 years of making baits, the
company reckons it has so far
produced 20 million pieces of fake
corn! "e Washed Out imitation
corn and eternal boilies in muted
colours follows the current trend
for ‘washed out’baits that have
been immersed in water for
several hours to fool wily carp,
tench and bream.

"e confectionary arti!cial
corn is produced in muted colours
and contains such consistent
sweet $avours as Coconut Creme,
Bano#ee and Candy$oss &
Betalin, ideal for tench and bream
anglers. Imitation maple peas will
be a winner with tench anglers,
while Niteglow worms will be of
interest for a wide range of species.

Sonubaits’ strong reputation
among specimen anglers is
enhanced with sweet and nutty
24/7 boilies in 12mm, along with
pellets, dips and pop-ups ideal for

The specimen-hunting scene has
many parallels with carp fishing.
With a dedicated and growing
following, is it a market that you
can afford to ignore?

tench, bream and barbel.
Described as a sticky, denser-

than-water liquid, Lava is an
interesting cloud-forming
attractor that can be added to any
bait, giving it a sticky attractive
coating that leaks o# quickly.
Many barbel and bream anglers
use a Method feeder but struggle
to !nd pellets sticky enough for
in fast-$owing or deep venues.
Sonubaits’Stiki Method Pellets
might just have solved this
problem.

As the name suggests, they
contain the company’s sticky
powder that e#ectively binds
pellets to each other and the
feeder.

Krill Micromass is an
interesting concept from Dorset’s
CC Moore. Made from real krill
concentrated powder and, oil this
moist micro-feed can be added
to other baits to give them a
distinctive taste and aroma that
all coarse !sh !nd very attractive,
especially barbel.

Some products that should be
in every angler’s bag are Prologic’s
range of disinfectants and cleaning
products designed for aquaculture.
Under the name Steri-7 the range
features products ranging from
net dips, to antiseptic sprays and
biocidal wipes.

From !shing large tidal rivers
for big barbel, to tackling gravel
pits for tench, the specimen-
hunting scene continues to be an
area of innovation that has many
parallels with the carp !shing
market. With a dedicated and
growing following is it a market
that you can a#ord to ignore?

Daiwa‘s latest
Emblem is ideal
for the lighter
lines associated
with smaller
species, as well
as carp.

Sonubaits’ Lava is a
cloud-forming attractant.
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– Since 1937
For almost 80 years, D.A.M’s specialist reel brand Quick
has designed, developed and serviced the demand for

high-performance reels across all disciplines in the angling
industry.

Specialist reel
brand is

off the mark

German brand Quick was also one
of the very !rst to introduce the
!xed-spool reel to the market,
designed primarily to aid the
casting of "ies in the trout and

salmon !shing sectors.
#e Quick name soon became synonymous

for !xed-spool reels and it wasn’t long before
other areas of angling latched onto this
advancement in reel design and pretty soon the
coarse, spin and even carp anglers began to reap
the bene!ts of them.

From the initial idea, Quick undertakes
each and every step of the product design and
development process, utilising the very best

resources of German engineering to bring some
of the most technologically advanced reels
available in today’s market, even scooping a 2007
EFTTEX Award for Quick’s 1000-4000FD
range.

Quick’s European reputation is a very healthy
one and is considered to be one of the ‘go to’
brands, renowned for producing reliable and
durable, high-performance reels.

In recognising just how impactful in-store
presence can be for retailers, D.A.M has also
created a catalogue of POS material to help
promote each of its brands, in addition to a high-
resolution image library for the entire D.A.M
portfolio that all retailers can access.

32 ww32
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Quick
Victor
Q
Victor
Strong, stronger, strongest!
#at’s what the D.A.M
engineers were told from
the start of the Victor reel
development process. It should
never fail, under any condition.
#e goal was to make a reel that
could withstand abuse by water;
weather; big, angry !sh and
even anglers.

With Victor (short for
victory) D.A.M has managed
to combine all the advantages
that modern reels can o%er with
pure strength and reliability,
resulting in a reel that feels
good, runs smooth, has an
outstanding drag and line lay
and, of course, stunning looks!

You’d expect a reel of this
calibre to weigh a ton but,
thanks to an aluminium body
and carbon rotor, the D.A.M
engineers have managed to keep
weight to an absolute minimum
to o%er complete comfort over
long periods and handling.

#is is THE big-!sh reel
that many cat!sh anglers have
been waiting for and has been
thoroughly tested against many
large cat!sh and tuna.#ey
never stood a chance!

33
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To view the entire QUICK range,
scan here or go to www.dam.de/en.

Quick SLS
DLX 970 FD and FS
Q

#e SLS 970 will certainly send
pulses racing across the carp
!shing fraternity!

#e SLS DLX 970 reels are
D.A.M’s premium contribution
to the carp and feeder !shing
world and have been designed
to suit the current trends of the
UK market in both aesthetics
and performance.

#e combination of a worm
shaft oscillating system and
an ultra-slow oscillating gear
(4.3:1) is said to o%er optimum,
smooth line lay.#e aluminium
‘big-pit style’ spool pays out vast
amounts of line e%ortlessly to
help achieve greater distance
on the cast and hold up to 400
metres of 0.35mm line.

It features a stunning,
understated matt black !nish
throughout and traditional
wooden handle to present a
reel that looks as premium as it
performs.

Available in
both front-drag
and free-spool
versions.

Quick
FZ DLX FD
Q
FZ DLX FD
Q

#e Quick FZ DLX FD
belongs to the latest generation
of D.A.M’s famous Quick
FZ reel series. Utilising the
latest engineering technology,
the DLX is constructed using
aluminium to keep weight
to a minimum and carbon to
strengthen stress points such as
the rotor.

Nine stainless steel ball
bearings and a silk-like smooth
gearing system provide a robust,
unrivalled performance.

Finished in a traditional
EFZETT black and red
colourway and honeycomb-
style spool, the Quick FZ DLX
is an absolute eye-catcher.

Quick
Costa Surf
Q
Costa Surf 
10000 FD
#is is a surfcasting reel for
the anglers who appreciate a
somewhat shallow spool for
relatively thin lines.#ere’s no
need to spool a huge surplus
of line on your reel to !ll it up
properly.

#is powerful reel features a
worm shaft oscillating system
and slow gearing for optimum
line lay and a stainless steel
main shaft for maximum
durability.

#e matt black ABS
graphite body is perfectly
complemented with subtle
chrome and carbon weave that
looks as good as it performs.

Fill this shallow aluminium
spool with a low-diameter line
and hit the horizon!

Quick Grounder
3000 RD
Q

with#is is a rear drag spinning reel wwwwwww an oversized rotor, a big shallow
gearspool and an exceptionally high ggggggggg ratio of 7.2:1 that results in

exceptionally fast line retrieve.
aggeEach handle turn retrieves a staataataata ering 1.3 metres of line, perfecteeee

for Method feeder and waggler
e!shing, especially in a competitiveeveeveeve
u ascenario where speed can give youuuuuuu

genuine edge.
D is#e Quick Grounder 3000 RDDDDDDDDD
h thedesigned to go hand in hand withhhhhhhhh eheeheehh

Sumo GT4 Method feeder rods inSumo GT4 Method feeder rods issddsddododoorororrrrerereedededdddeeeeeeeeffffdddddoooohhhhththtteeMeMeMMMMMMMM4444TTTTTTGGGGGGGGoooommmmmmumumuuuuSSSS iiiiii
both performance
and colourway.

T: 01827 59659

D.A.M
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T: 07984 122093
W: www.fishzone.co.uk

Fishzone

FEATURE

applies to each item.

More than a match
!e demise of Waterline
presented Matthew with a terri"c
opportunity to reacquaint himself
with a brand he was involved with
many years ago – Silstar.

He explained: “Match Team
line is very popular, a lot of anglers
love it and dealers like it because
they know it sells. It also gives
them good pro"t margins.

“I am really excited to be able
to o#er Silstar tackle again. I’m
currently developing a wide
range of Match Team terminal
tackle, including rigs – all tied on
Match Team line, of course – plus
hooks, $oats and other terminal
accessories. I can only see this
range expanding in the next couple
of years, especially with rods, reels
and luggage.”

With strong brands, keenly
priced products and more in
development, it seems Matthew’s
understanding of his customers
and the industry in general
continues to pay o#.

It may not seem like
the best idea to launch
a business at the start
of a "nancial crisis but
Matthew Fisher’s approach

– supplying competitively priced
tackle to a market looking to cut
costs – is paying o# handsomely.

While working as a distributor
for another brand, Matthew –
who has spent most of his life in
the tackle trade – spotted a gap
in the market for cheaper, well-
sourced products and launched
Fishzone in 2008, at a time when
a recession was looming large.

He explained: “During my
years in the trade I have built up
a network of suppliers in the Far
East. By buying directly from
them, rather than going through
a middleman, we are able to o#er
great prices to the shops. It also
means that we can react very
quickly to any changes in the
market.

“Of course, the longer I spent
there and the more contacts I
built up, I soon discovered that,
alongside the initial cheaper
items I was sourcing, I was also
being o#ered other products that
would do well in the UK market.”

So his second brand,
Blackrock, was born, aimed at the
higher end of the market, where
quality tackle commands better
prices.

“In 2010 I started bringing in
very high-carbon rods, notably

Fishzone has built a reputation in the tackle market for great products at keen
prices, offering terrific margins in the process. Now it is set for the next stage of its

success, adding the Silstar brand to its portfolio.

specialist travel rods, but this
has expanded into pretty much
everything, including spinning
and surf rods.”

Close to the trade
Understanding the market is
everything and Matthew’s time
spent on the road, visiting as many
of his 300 accounts as he can, has
paid dividends.

“I have spent a massive amount
of time out and about for the past
15 years, visiting as many retailers
as possible. I know all the shops
that I deal with and I believe that
it’s a long-term relationship with
them.

“Crucially, I know what is going

Knowing the
market is key to

on, from the feeling of the trade to
what is happening as regards the
latest trends.

“For example, we were among
the "rst people in the country
to o#er drop-shot rods and long
surf rods because we could see
what was happening in the tackle
market and what people were
looking for.

“!anks to my relationships
with the factories in the east, we
can react speedily and have items
from an initial idea to on the
shelves in less than six months.”

Matthew also knows that well-
priced products that o#er the
retailer a strong margin will sell
well, and that is the ethos that he

successsuccess

Matthew Fisher shows off
some of the products for 2016.
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• 100% HIGH MODULUS
JAPANESE CARBON BLANK

• SIC TITANIUM SEA GUIDES
• BARE BONES REEL SEAT

• HINGED WEEDLESS HOOK
KEEPER GUIDE

• ANTI-TANGLE BRAID TIP
GUIDE

• 7ft 3in 1–3g & 3-8g
• 7ft 6in 3-8g & 5-10g
• 7ft 10in 5-10g & 7-12g

AVENTINE SERIES TWIN TIP
DROP SHOT & LIGHT LURE

RRP
£49.99

TT8000
FAST DRAG DISTANCE REEL

MODEL RRP MODEL RRP
ZF11 15 £27.99 ZF11 30 £29.99

• 9+1 STAINLESS-STEEL
ROLLER BEARINGS

• FAST DRAG SYSTEM
• MACHINED ALUMINIUM

DISTANCE SPOOL + 
SPARE

• OVERSIZE ANTI-TWIST
LINE ROLLER WITH
BEARING

• CAPACITY 0.40mm /
320m 14lb / 350YDS

RRP
£69.99

RIG PACK
SUPERIOR QUALITY 
READY TIED SEA RIGS
• TOP-QUALITY COMPONENTS

• HIGH-GRADE 80LB MEMORY-FREE RIG BODY
• SHARP, STRONG HOOKS
• EXPERTLY TIED
• SMALL PACKAGING
• HIGH MARGIN POTENTIAL

MATCH TEAM
TOURNAMENT LINE

TEL 01235 821877 www.fishzone.co.uk info@fishzone.co.uk TEXT 07984 122093TTTTTTTEEEne co uk info@fishzone.co.uk TTTTTTTTTTTTTTo uk info@fishzone ccccoooo uukkcccooooo uuuuuuuukkkkkkkkk TTTTTkkkkkkkkkkk T

SPACE SUPRA 9000
SPECIALIST SURF REEL
• 9+1 BALL BEARINGS
• CONTINUOUS ANTI REVERSE
• STAINLESS-STEEL WORM SHAFT
• RATIO 1:4.6
• FAST DRAG

• 4 BALL BEARINGS
• ALUMINIUM DRILLED SPOOL
• ALUMINIUM DOUBLE HANDLE / EVA KNOB
• THICK BAIL ARM
• CONTINUOUS ANTI REVERSE
• 30 SIZE INTERMEDIATE SHALLOW
• 15 MICRO SIZE SUITABLE FOR BRAID

MATCH TEAM
HOOKS TO NYLON

RRP MOD
£27.99 ZF11

E RIG BODY

BEARINGS
NIUM DRILLED SPOOL
NIUM DOUBLE HANDL
BAIL ARM
NUOUS ANTI REVERSE
E INTERMEDIATE SHAL
RO SIZE SUITABLE FOR

MODEL
ZF11 15

• 4 BABAALLL
• ALUMIN
• ALUMIN
• THICK B
•• CONTIN
••• 30 SIZE
•••• 15 MIC

DAYTONA II
ZF SERIES

• BARBLESS COMMERCIAL
HOOKS & RIGS TIED TO SILSTAR
MATCH TEAM

• TIED ON HEAVIER BREAKING 
STRAINS

• EXCELLENT PROFIT MARGINS

RRP
£1.50

RRP
£1.50

RRP
£79.99
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This year, shooting
distributor Viking
Arms is expecting
to welcome retailers
from across the

British Isles once more to its
unique trade event, but its success
has forced the !rm into moving
to an even larger venue.

"is time around, the
Harrogate-based supplier will
be throwing open the doors of
the majestic Swinton Park, in
North Yorkshire, on May 22nd
and 23rd.

After much acclaim, Viking Arms is ready to once again host its
exclusive trade event, which showcases the top brands it distributes to dealers

from across the country.

For those who have not
attended before, the event is seen
as the perfect platform for Viking
to launch its latest products and
brands and showcase existing
lines.

It also provides retailers with a
unique opportunity to talk to the
manufacturers and get hands-on
with both the ri#es and shotguns
on its outdoor ranges.

"e event was a huge success
last year and saw dealers from
around the UK join the Viking
team.

Travelling from as far a!eld
as Northern Ireland, Scotland,
Wales and the south coast,
dealers were rewarded with a
unique opportunity to see the
very latest products, talk to the
people behind the products –
many of whom had #own in
from overseas especially for the
venture – attend workshops and
actually have a go using many of
the guns, optics and accessories
themselves.

"e venture was hugely praised
by all of those who attended.

Growing up
"e success of last year’s event
resulted in the need to expand
the space to include additional
UK companies that have
partnered with Viking Arms.
As a result, the company knew
it needed to !nd an alternative
venue this time around.

A brand-new venue for this
year, Swinton Park looks ideal.
It’s a luxury castle hotel, situated
within a 20,000-acre shooting
estate, complete with a deer park
and lake next door that just add

BIGBIG
BRANDSBRANDSBRANDSBRANDSBRANDSBRANDSBRANDSBRANDS
band together
for Viking Arms
dealer event
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to the grandeur of the hotel itself
– pretty impressive!

With manufacturers such
as Ruger, Meopta, Merkel and
Lapua and many more attending,
this is an opportunity that
shouldn’t be missed.Talk to the
manufacturers themselves and see
the latest products for 2016, all
under one roof !

Get hands-on with the
shotguns on the clay line while
trying out the Promatic grouse
trap and Eley Hawk cartridges
and get to grips with the latest
ri#es on the static range or
compete against your industry
colleagues on the Promatic
running boar!

Supported by companies such
as Eley, Promatic, BASC and
Hammond Sporting, the event
has something for everyone and
will certainly keep you busy!

Seminars will run throughout
both days, detailing everything
from new products to the
auditing of RFDs – this event
is held to be as helpful to UK
retailers as possible, all within
a fantastically hospitable
environment.

With a wide range of
displays throughout the castle,
Viking has exclusive use for the
weekend meaning that, as well
as showcasing its vast product
lines, it can also o%er on-site
accommodation superior to
anything in the area! But sign up
fast because the rooms are !lling
up quickly.

Get involved
On the Sunday evening Viking
Arms will be hosting a special
trade dinner for retailers and
shooting press to attend."is
will be held on the estate and
will provide further opportunity
to socialise with the Viking
team, the manufacturers and
network with industry colleagues.
"e evening will include
entertainment, bar and evening
meal, again in the stunning
surroundings of Swinton Park.
"e evening will also include a
charity auction with some great
prizes up for grabs to raise money
for Macmillan Cancer Support.

Still not won over? How
about extra special discounts for
orders placed on the day, falconry

“Talk to the manufacturers themselves and see the
latest products for 2016, all under one roof!”

THE

BRANDS

displays, shooting competitions
and prize draws?

With all of this available
under one roof and with the
compliments of Viking Arms,
the team has created something
truly unique and, as a trade event,
it is unlike anything else in the
country!

Not already a Viking account
holder? Viking is keen to meet
new businesses and welcomes the
opportunity to show its portfolio
of products and brands. Simply
e-mail events@vikingarms.com for
an invitation.

Don’t miss out on the trade
event of the year.

Places are going fast, so sign up
for yours before it’s too late.

T: 01423 780810
E: events@vikingarms.com

Viking Arms

37www.tandgmagazine.com

Meet the manufacturers and try out the gear
for yourself at the Viking Arms dealer event.
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English-made and using the latest
technology, Snowbee’s XS Nano fly
lines have pushed the development of a
traditional product to the next level.

ChooseSnowbee’s
XSNano fly lines

It will come as no surprise to
many, to learn that arguably
the best !y lines on the
market are still made in
England. Over the years

the cost of modern manufacture,
labour and raw materials has
meant that many new products
are now sourced from the Far East
and other developing countries.
When it comes to !y lines,
however, the skill, design and
unique manufacturing process
has yet to be matched or bettered
elsewhere and traditional values
and methods are still producing
the cream of lines for today’s !y
"shing.

Modern technology methods
and materials, however, have
meant that the Snowbee XS
!y line of today is better than
anything made before. ‘Soft’,
‘supple’, ‘durable’, ‘memory free’
and ‘exquisite to cast with’ are
just some of the words used to
describe the performance.

#e XS Nano-Tec coating is an
example of just how far forward

development has progressed in the
last 18 months, let alone the past
decade.

Snowbee !y line production
started in 1995 when a unique
formula and line pro"le were
developed over an extended
testing period, lasting over two
years. After that time the new
line, then called Prestige Ivory
Floating was produced and in all
line weights from 3-wt to 9-wt. It
was a revolutionary !y line, which
later changed in name only to ‘XS’
when demand across the USA
picked up massively and the name
was found to compete with other
products in the industry.

Moving forward
Following on from the huge
success of this new !oating
trout !y line, the company
extended into a compact range
of intermediate and sinking lines,
with various options of weight-
forward and coloured traditional
pro"le and double-taper lines, as
well as a saltwater series.

and stay ahead of
the competition
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Near the end of 2014, the
new XS Nano development was
born, a high-!oating, very "ne
!y line coating that would now
revolutionise Snowbee !y line
production once again.

Success at its core
New core materials were used,
but most important of all in
conjunction with this was a
new ‘primer’ that, when applied,
bonded this new coating perfectly
to the respective core.

Whether the core be traditional
memory-free braid, plain
mono"lament or a combination,
there was now a primer that
could produce very thin, superbly
pro"led, high-!oating and super-
smooth !y lines.#is would prove
the most popular !y line Snowbee
has ever made and in no time the
#istledown, for example, was
winning awards in the UK and
Europe and quickly became the
company’s number one selling !y
line in 2015.

#is also had a new thinner
pro"le and, because of this,
became the "rst Snowbee line to
match not one speci"c rod weight
but would perform perfectly across
up to four, from AFTM #2 to #5.
Hard to grasp but it works, and
extremely well. W: www.snowbee.co.uk

Snowbee

A natural progression and
demand for extending these
superb new lines next saw
Snowbee develop a revolutionary
3D series of traditional salmon
Spey and short head Scandinavian
Spey lines after controversially
matching the weight of the full
head (described as the OHW
– Optimum Head Weight)
as opposed to the accepted
international AFTMA guidelines
for just the "rst 30 feet.

#is was a "rst and demand
so successful that it outstripped
supply such that the company
could not ful"l all the orders and
other manufacturers quickly came
in to take some market share and
learn from the new designs.

#e salmon/Spey market
moved on, while Snowbee looked
at developing the wider !y line
market. Now the company is back
making superb salmon !y lines
again and richer, o%ering new
Nano Technology too, with new
multi-head and tip options for
this year.

#e production line has been at
full capacity ever since, trying to
keep up with demand on this and
all the other Nano-Tec !y lines
that have all been converted to "ll
the Snowbee portfolio.

#ere are over 50 Snowbee
!y lines and the latest range of
Countdown Sink-Tip and sinking
!y line.

#ese have been developed
for 2016 to ful"l a niche of
advanced nymphing and stillwater
techniques in particular, that has
been growing in demand and
proved so popular for competition
"shing in the last couple of years.

#ere are now eight Sinking
Countdown options, all with
super memory-free and slick
Nano Technology and long-
distance-casting head pro"les for
optimum depth control from bank
or boat.

Four are straightforward
Density Index (Di) lines with
di%erent rates of respective, long,
50ft sinking head densities of
2ips, 3ips, 5ips and the fastest 7ips
and all with easy to manage 2ips
running lines in respective XS
Plus twin colour designs.

#e brand-new Countdown
Sink-Tip lines are also 120ft long
with four distinct colour options
of either 7ft or 12ft clear tips

in either a slow
or fast-sinking
density.

With the latest addition for
2016, a full range of weight
options in each of four speci"c
Tropical Saltwater lines, the
Snowbee line portfolio is again
complete, with production back
to optimum and meeting demand
across the UK and Europe.

With many of the lines still
retailing below £50 and a budget
Classic range from £25, there is
now a genuinely a%ordable modern
Snowbee !y line for every situation
and application and display
packages are also available.

• Eight sensational new XS Nano

Sink-Tip and sinking Countdown

fly lines

• Bespoke display and POS options

available

• Snowbee Classic fly lines from

£25

Continued
developments

have resulted in
these new lines.
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T&G’s special agent identifies the best and worst of customer service…
SHOPPER

SECRET

First impressions?8/10
A nice tidy shop in a nice tidy town.A
good hanging sign and great sign over the
door made this one stand out.This isn’t
a sprawling metropolis and parking was
pretty easy with plenty to choose from. Big
windows and plenty of interesting things in
the window.This looked like it had plenty to
offer a country and sporting person.

Step inside?8/10
I was certainly not disappointed! Loads
of interesting things, from indestructible
Stanley vacuum flasks to digging forks and
everything in between.A traditional shop
that has its quirks.

Stay clean?8/10
It was spotless. Everything well looked
after and the gun racks full of gleaming
specimens that are clearly well cared for
and well displayed.

Show it off?9/10
Wonderful, traditional shop fittings that
should be enforced by law. Lots of lovely

Verdict
Every town should have a
shop like this, traditional,
quirky and friendly. A great
little town with the friendliest
people in the country, served
by a great traditional shop. A
super local amenity.

Address: 37 Bridge Street,
Belper, Derbyshire DE56 1AY
T: 01773 822525
Date visited: March 18th, 2016

Belper Tackle & Gun

90/100

mellow wood and glass, incongruously
complemented with ultra-modern spotlights
that really did the job. Good labels that are
clear and concise with plenty of information
on them, no messing about trying to find
out how much something costs.

Help me? 10/10
Brilliant. Not much more to say really, a
very helpful chap who was friendly and 
personable, he fitted the shop perfectly.

Know your stuff? 10/10
Another faultless mark. If you’re in this 
part of the world and need help with your 
shooting requirements, come and visit.

Pushy or pleasing? 10/10
Easy: pleasing. A great range of brands
in both new and an extensive range of 
beautifully presented second-hand guns.
I knew that I’d be steered to the right 
choice for me, not the shop.

Do I need this?9/10
Once again a good score here and 

for good reason. You don’t feel under
pressure, and added to the great advice,
you leave the shop with what you want 
to do the job; you’ll always come back 
for more.

Family friendly?8/10
A shop for all stages of your shooting 
life. Easy to get in and out of, but not the
biggest shop in the world, so more than 
one pushchair and you’d have a jam.

What’s happening and
where? 10/10
Another faultless performance here. This
chap knows who does what, who shoots 
with what equipment and where they 
shoot it and, most importantly, where to
go if you want to join them.

Verdict
A great shop that has a great
deal to offer anglers of all
disciplines. I really enjoyed
the place, a great balance
of experience, trading and
assistance. I’ll be going back
any time I’m way down south.

First impressions?9/10
You couldn’t miss this one; the stylish
brown and white colour scheme is classy
and easy to see. Parking is pretty good,
there are spaces around the back, but
they’re bagged pretty quickly. Not that it
matters, there’s street parking and a good-
sized pay and display not far away.

Step inside?9/10
More fun here because this place is packed!
There are separate areas for each discipline
and that covers just about anything that
includes a fishing rod. Easy to get lost in
this shop and it wouldn’t be a bad place to
lose yourself. I really like shops like this, a
great balance between busy, traditional and
modern.The big windows help.

Stay clean?9/10
It would be easy for the stock to get dusty
but this doesn’t happen, it’s all clearly well
looked after, despite the masses of gear.

Show it off?9/10
Nothing wrong with this, given the

Address: 71-75 Bargates,
Christchurch, Dorset BH23
1QE
T: 01202 485169
Date visited: February 18th,
2016

91/100

amount of disciplines and stock. Good 
lighting, labelling and POS. Labelling was
clear and concise with no messing about
searching for prices.

Help me?9/10
I had a bit of time because there was
plenty to see and I wasn’t hassled, which
was good. Once I got round to the counter
I got all the help I needed without being
gushy.The assistant matched the shop –
unhurried, detailed and relaxed.

Know your stuff? 10/10
Obviously a well-established shop with an
in-depth knowledge of fishing and the stock
in the shop.

Pushy or pleasing?9/10
There are clearly a few brands that are
majored but I didn’t feel I had to buy these,
rather it was a great idea to use them.
Made me feel in control with good advice.

Do I need this?9/10
I could have left with a ton of stuff that 

I didn’t really need… but I didn’t. The
reason being the excellent staff.

Family friendly?8/10
Good access but those with mobility 
issues or pushchairs could have a slight 
concern given the size and layout of the 
shop. A pretty serious shop that certainly
has something for everyone without 
being patronising or full of annoying 
starter combos.

What’s happening and
where? 10/10
As you would expect from the shop and 
its employees, plenty of old-fashioned
local knowledge about the fabulous local 
fishing, the waters, what’s happening and
what’s catching on those waters.

Davis TackleStarStar
SHOP
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WIN
Defining a standard of comfort and quality
that goes beyond customers’ expectations,
Muck Boot distributor Belstane is pleased to

support the highest-scoring retailer.

A Pair Of Muck Boots

Verdict
An interesting and enjoyable
visit focused more on the
ancillary side of shooting,
rather than the guns.The cool
range of clothing and military
added to the ambience.
Great staff, enthusiastic and
knowledgeable – something
different.

First impressions?8/10
On the high street in the tiny town of
Rochester, this looks like it must have been
an old bank at one time; despite the good
big sign, it could easily be missed and
that would be a shame. Smart, clean and
tidy and classy. Plenty of pay and display
parking within easy walking distance.

Step inside?9/10
Big windows and really high ceilings give 
this place a very ‘cool’ feel and this is
enhanced by all the ‘lifestyle’ clothing on 
offer. This is the perfect store for shooters
of all kinds of weapons, paintballers,
re-enactors (particularly 1940s) and 
‘wannabe’ military men. There’s plenty
of it too. I made my way through the
clothing to the gunroom.

Stay clean?9/10
A very well looked after shop that 
is spotless and this only adds to the
experience. The big windows help and
the interior lighting adds to the clean
environment.

Address: 70 High Street,
Rochester, Kent ME1 1JY
T: 01634 829063
Date visited: February 16th,
2016

Platoon Stores

87/100

Show it off?8/10
The gunroom is a smaller element of the
shop but, once again, the guns on show 
are well looked after, clean and tidy, with
easy to read labelling. The emphasis
was on airguns and this includes some
amazing looking ‘combat’-style guns; 
even the shotguns on show look military,
rather than gentlemanly, although there
are more traditional Lincolns.

Help me?9/10
This is a busy shop with a great buzz,
and the chap I talked to was obviously an 
enthusiast, a very helpful character.

Know your stuff?8/10
More good marks, although if I were a
‘traditional’ shooter there were some 
holes in the knowledge. On the other
hand, if I were a traditional shooter, I
would possibly be elsewhere.

Pushy or pleasing?9/10
Nothing wrong here and defi nitely on
the pleasing side of things. Never forced

or coerced, just led to the right decision 
on buying.

Do I need this?9/10
Again this was a good score, simply
because the chap did a good job of 
reading his audience. I could have left
with a whole new wardrobe but I didn’t, I 
left with what I wanted.

Family friendly?9/10
Interestingly, there was plenty in this
shop for all ages and not one shred of 
it patronising. It was defi nitely family
friendly and pushchairs could easily get in 
and out. A shop for shooters and young
shooters who are serious about their 
appearance, a wide range of prices, so
something for everyone.

What’s happening and
where?9/10
Another aspect that was great. Plenty 
of local knowledge on all aspects of the 
shooting community.

100/100

Verdict
A great shop that has a
great community feel to
it. Covering nearly every
discipline it is a proper
amenity. Good stuff, good
advice and good people
make this one worth a visit.

First impressions?8/10
An interesting sign you couldn’t really
miss, although the name of the shop
seems a bit of an afterthought. Massive 
front window and ‘A’ boards out the front
made sure you couldn’t get past this shop
without making an effort. I parked across 
the street, but there are also pay car
parks within easy walking distance.

Step inside?8/10
This place is packed. I really like this kind
of shop, never enough room for all the
goodies. The big windows help and the
lighting is good too. I always prefer shops
like this, rather than super-modern clinics.

Stay clean?8/10
As I say, there’s plenty of stuff in this
shop and it would be easy to skimp on
the cleanliness. Yet this was all well cared
for and dust-free.

Show it off?7/10
There’s so much to show off that it could
be seen to be an issue.To be honest, there

Address: 914 Christchurch
Road, Bournemouth, Dorset
BH7 6DL
T: 01202 463313
Date visited: February
19th, 2016

Tackle 914

86/100

is a bit of an issue, but in a good way. Rods
are horizontally, from the ceiling hooks, and
vertically displayed, and there’s a host of
wall-mounted stuff too. Plenty of light and
simple labels mean you know what the
prices are.

Help me?9/10
A really helpful chap who is an angling
enthusiast was on hand to help me out. I
was allowed browsing time without being
hassled and I always like that. Given the
choices in the shop he was extremely
helpful, despite my sometimes inane
questions.

Know your stuff? 10/10
Never a doubt about this one.The chap had
clearly been in and around fishing tackle a
while and was an obvious enthusiast.

Pushy or pleasing?9/10
Retail staff are definitely getting better,
particularly those who enjoy their work,
and this chap was one of those.There were
plenty of brands available but I was put

onto the gear I needed in a no-nonsense
way that I really appreciated.

Do I need this?9/10
Given the loaded walls and counters, I could
have easily made some disturbing holes
in my budget but I didn’t. Not because the
gear wasn’t good enough but because
I was helped to get the right stuff for
what I wanted. Once again, retailing as I
appreciate it.

Family friendly?8/10
When I was a kid, you’d have had to have a
crowbar to lever me out of a shop like this.
There’s something for everyone without any
annoying ‘kids’ stuff.A shop for everyone.
Pushchairs would have caused a traffic jam
but they could get in and out easily enough.

What’s happening and
where? 10/10
This is where this shop excels. It has a
great community feel and knows what’s
going on where and what you need to 
buy to catch it.
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By de!nition, products in the
shooting sports sector tend
to be highly technical and are
best sold to end users when a
retailer fully understands all

the features.
"at’s why Edgar Brothers, the UK’s

largest distributor

of !rearms and ammunition, recently held
two training days – one in the north and
one in the south – for 24 of its retailers in
conjunction with four suppliers: Swedish
optics brand Aimpoint, Italian gunmaker
Zoli, Edgar Brothers’own moderator
brand MaccTecc and American
ammunition giant Hornady.

Wide ranging
In recognition of the increased interest in
driven wild boar hunting among British
shooters, Edgar Brothers themed both
training days around the traditional
Continental pastime.

Both Diggle Ranges in Manchester
and Corinium Ri#e Range in

How much training should retailers expect from a distributor? If you are shooting
supplier Edgar Brothers the answer is plenty, because it has been holding training

days with some of its key brands.

T: 01625 613177
W: www.shootingsports.
edgarbrothers.com

Edgar Brothers

Training your dealers
inusing your brands

The retailers learnt about a
number of brands they handle.

The Diggles Range in Manchester is
an ideal venue for dealer training.
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Aimpoint’s training manager, Erik
Ås, on how to zero the H2 Micro
to a scope."e aghast crowd
looked on as Erik casually threw it
40 feet into the air and allowed it
to crash to the ground – twice!

"e shocking display was
designed to show the £584
scope’s robustness and why it is a
premium price. Erik then re!tted
it to the Zoli ri#e – with the zero
still perfectly intact.

He explained his thinking
behind his unusual demonstration.

“I wanted to give the dealers
a memorable story they can
retell end users that will instill
con!dence to the point where they
want to make that purchase.”

As well as shooting the running
boar target with expert tuition, the
dealers received a classroom-based
tutorial on each of the products
before being treated to lunch.

Edgar Brothers’managing
director, Derek Edgar, said: “We’ve
seen a notable surge in interest in
wild boar hunting in this country.
More and more Brits are taking

“We import products from all
over the world and it is our role to
ensure the technical knowledge is

filtered down to the dealer.”
the leap and booking a few days on
the Continent, so it is vital that our
dealers can explain our suppliers’
products to the end users because
many of them are new to it.

“Training days like this are a real
eye-opener – even for experienced
shooters.We want to empower
our dealers and help them become
more knowledgeable about our
products.”

Improving knowledge
Not all the dealers were stockists
of all four brands – some had come
along to better understand the
products with a view to possibly
ordering them.

Edgar Brothers’area sales
manager,Tim Hill, revealed that
the day resulted in multiple sales of
all four products.

“As a distributor,Edgar Brothers
is always looking for ways to add
value.We import products from
all over the world and it is our
role in the supply chain to ensure
the technical knowledge is
!ltered down to the

dealer. End users respond well to
hearing that their local gun shop
personally knows Mr Aimpoint or
Mr Zoli.”

Swillington Shooting Supplies’
Royce Kirkley commented: “A lot
of our customers are interested
in these products and will have
read about them in magazines,
but when they visit us in the shop
they expect us to be able to answer
their questions and give them
even more information about the
technical aspects so that they can
make an informed decision about
their purchase.

“Customers are far more likely
to buy from us if they feel we really
understand what we are selling.
"is is a great initiative from
Edgar Brothers and it has been
thoroughly worthwhile attending.”

Diggle Ranges’Stuart Anselm
hoped more distributors would
hold dealer training days in the
future.

“Too many dealers haven’t had
enough practical experience of
products.Training days like this
allow them to give their customers
information on the
pros and cons of each
product coupled
with genuine
advice.”

Gloucestershire have an on-site
Promatic running boar target in
place so that the dealers could try
out the products for themselves
alongside brand representatives
and Edgar Brothers sales sta&.

Aimpoint’s new H2 Micro
red-dot sight was mounted atop a
Zoli Taiga bolt-action ri#e in .308
with a newly launched MaccTecc
V2 moderator and loaded with
Hornady’s latest 168gr A-Max
ammunition.

Distributed by Edgar Brothers
for the past 16 years, this was the
!rst time Aimpoint had taken part
in a dealer training day in the UK.

European sales director Daniel
Adolfsson said: “It is so important
that the person behind the counter
who sells our products knows
about them and can utilise them.

“A day like this means they
get to test the optics in the right
environment, which makes it
easier for them to sell and talk
about the product and distinguish
it from competitors’."ere are
so many products out there, it is
imperative dealers understand why
the H2 Micro is the best on the
market and how it di&ers from the
original H1 version.”

Seeing for yourself
"e day’s itinerary kicked o& with
a hair-raising demonstration by

Getting hands-on is crucial
as a shooting retailer.

It was the first time Aimpoint had
been at such an event in the UK.

Dealers are briefed before
trying the running boar target.
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T: 01623 415760
E: sales@alanpaine.co.uk

W: www.alanpaine.co.uk

Alan Paine
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PRODUCTS
INFOCUS
What items should gun dealers have on their shelves right now?
Here are a few suggestions from some of the key players in the trade.

John Hunter
Editor

T: 01327 315412
M: 07990 542958

E: john@dhpub.co.uk
W: www.tandgmagazine.com

Alan Paine
Rutland LadiesWaxAnd
Tweed Jacket
RRP: £179.99

Boasting a shaped feminine
fit, this garment includes
wax side panels and
sleeves, a centre front zip
fastening with studded
placket, two cartridge
pockets with eyelet
drainage holes, two
handwarmer pockets,
a single back vent to
aid movement, plus
a luxurious quilted
lining.

Available in wax
and brown tweed,
wax and lichen
tweed and wax and 
light moss tweed, in 
size range 8 to 18.

T: 01625 613177
W:www.shootingsports.
edgarbrothers.com

Edgar Brothers

T: 08448 009929
E: support@mtcoptics.co.uk

W: www.mtcoptics.co.uk

MTC Optics

MTC
Viper-Pro Scopes
RRP: £359 (3-18), £379 (5-30)

Greater specification for these now sees a larger x6
magnification range (3-18 or 5-30), super-bright, multi-coated
optics for better light transfer, patented, magnetic, rotating,
flip-up lens covers and a patented magnifying lens
on the rear cover for heads-up display or turret
or parallax markings.

Zoli
Pernice Round-Body Shotgun
RRP: £4,995 (Grand
Lux wood), £5,989
(Ambassador-grade wood)

Specially designed for game shooting,
this 20-bore (an increasingly popular
gauge) boasts a round body receiver for
sleek looks plus fine engraving and a
release catch on the end of the forend.

Available in two grades of wood, the
Grand Lux and Ambassador.
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Don’t miss out
Don’t miss out on the all-new Field & Country Fair – a fresh take 
on countryside events with a completely different look and feel 
and a prime target audience of everyone who is passionate
about fieldsports, country pursuits and the rural way of life. 
The Field & Country Fair is owned by Time Inc. (UK), Britain’s 
leading magazine publisher including an unrivalled country 
and sporting portfolio comprising The Field, Country Life, 
Shooting Times, Sporting Gun and Shooting Gazette, along 
with the websites shootinguk.co.uk and countrylife.co.uk 
collectively reaching over 1.3 million high net worth 
consumers who are real country people.

Target numbers
• Target number of exhibitors: 250 (an allocated number for   
 each section of the Fair)
• Target number of visitors - 30,000 over the 3 days i.e. around  
 10,000 per day 

Massive marketing campaign
With the financial clout of Time Inc the Fair is benefiting from a 
heavyweight marketing campaign. Highlights include:
• Advertising and promotions across multiple Time Inc media  
 including high circulation publications like Country Life that  
 reach a relevant, affluent audience.
•  Major campaign with the Telegraph 
 Group including a dedicated supplement and substantial   
 email campaign to Telegraph readers.
•  Full pages of advertising in the in-house magazines of BASC,  
 CLA, GWCT, NGO and the Countryside Alliance.
•  Full pages of advertising in all the leading game fishing 
 magazines and  other key country media.
•  Regional media campaign with substantial advertising and   
 ticket promotions in the Newsquest Oxford group of media.
•  Comprehensive PR campaign to all relevant media.
•  Extensive social media campaign leveraging Time Inc’s huge  
 readership audience. 

•  Over 300,000 leaflets inserted in multiple high circulation   
 publications.
This major campaign should ensure that the quantity – but 
more importantly the quality of visitors – exceeds exhibitors’ 
expectations. 
Additional benefits for exhibitors
•  Regular editorial about the Fair and exhibitors across   
 Time Inc’s market leading brands and websites.
•  Dedicated Fair sections on shootinguk.co.uk, countrylife.  
 co.uk and thefield.co.uk – information and video footage   
 provided by exhibitors will be used.
•  Additional Fair previews across Time Inc’s shooting portfolio.
•  A dedicated Fair digital newsletter including exhibitors’ 
 product news.
•  Wherever possible exhibitors are linked with relevant 
 features at the Fair to help maximise business opportunities.
•  Complimentary tickets to give to clients / friends.
•  Free listing advert in our Field & Country Fair directory on   
 the event website, as well as the ShootingUK website.
•  Time Inc’s team of videographers will be covering the Fair   
 and posting videos online.
•  Dedicated YouTube channel where exhibitors can promote   
 their products.
The best possible location
Set in the truly glorious 
surroundings of Cornbury Park 
in the heart of Oxfordshire 
countryside; the area that 
has proved to be the most successful in the UK for holding 
country events.
Clearly defined areas to suit exhibitors
To suit exhibitors, broadly the Fair is
divided into these areas: Gunmakers’ 
Quarter; Fishing Village, Stalking, 
Gamekeeping & Estate Management, The 
Retail Quarter and The Real Food Fair. 
Spectacular array of features
Already in place is a tremendous line up of 
features including The Shooting Line, ‘Meet 
the Experts’, the Gundog Demonstration 
Arena & Training Clinic, The Air Arms Air Rifle 
Range, Fly Casting Tuition, The Falconry 
Mews, Pugs & Drummers and The Game 
Cooking Theatre. The Promatic and CCI sponsored Shooting 
Line will feature a number of shooting schools and organisations
including Atkin Grant & Lang, Barbury SS, E J Churchill, 
BASC and CPSA.  
Make sure you’re there!
There is still time to be part of this ground-breaking new 
fieldsports event that is sure to attract a sizeable audience 
of affluent, interested visitors. 

Download the space application form at: 
www.fieldandcountryfair.co.uk  

Alternatively, please make contact now with:    
Fiona Eastman, Show Director 

T: 01256 768346 M: 07702 967576
or Robert Sears, Show Consultant 

T: 01354 680337 M: 07836 220021

The Best, On Show

The Field & Country Fair 
working in partnership 
with the trade Friday 
10th to Sunday 12th June 2016 Cornbury Park, Oxfordshire

 

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Rod brands can take 
advantage of a very special 
offer to take part in a 
feature area by Cornbury’s 
beautiful lake

Exceptional offer to rod brands
The organisers have an incredibly good offer for rod brands 
to take a display stand by the lake. It’s sure to be a great 
feature area of the event attracting a lot of interest from the 
visiting public; an ideal platform for rod companies to let them 
try different rods with some expert guidance on hand. Get 
in contact now to find out more about this exceptional offer. 
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Deerhunter
Crusto Mix Jacket
RRP: Call for details

Hunters require clothing that can adapt
to climatic conditions, which is why this
jacket boasts 3M Thinsulate insulation.
Soft, breathable material effectively traps
warmth in the dampest conditions, ensuring
comfort, while a water-repellent treatment
protects hunters from heavy rain.

Available in Deerhunter’s Innovation
camou or Timber shade, this multifunctional
garment comes in S to 3XL.

T: 07887 997788 (UK south)
T: 07912 934389 (UK north)

W: www.harkila.com

Harkila

W: www.deerhunter.eu

Deerhunter

The ballistic-rated Overlord Kit was specifically
designed for tactical operators, making it
absolutely essential for effective eye protection
in the most challenging of environments.

The flexible and durable rubberised matt
black frame has a soft, thermoplastic rubber
nosepiece and temple arms to
create a comfortable,
non-slip fit. The four
blade-style lenses
can be easily and
quickly interchanged
with one gloved hand
and no tools.

EdgeTactical
Overlord Glasses Kit
RRP: £160

T: 01423 780810
E:enquiries@vikingarms.com

W: www.vikingarms.com

Viking Arms

Beeman
Double-Barrel Rifle
RRP £199.95

W: www.harkila.comBeeman
Double-Barrel Rifle
RRP £199.95

This full-power, full-sized spring rifle boasts
a wood stock and rubber recoil pad. Unique
to the UK and patented by Beeman, its double
barrel means you can shoot with one or two
pellets at any time and is available in .177
(4.5mm) and .22 (5.5mm). There is a fibre optic
front sight and it comes with a Beeman 4x32
scope and mounts.

T: 01206 795333
E: sales@sportsmk.co.uk

W: www.sportsmk.co.uk

Sportsmarketing

Harkila
Trapper Master GTX 6in boot
RRP: Call for details

Designed as a spring/summer boot ideal for roebuck
stalking and hunting, it features a forefoot that is
flexible yet stable thanks to the Harkila octo-stabiliser, a
shock-absorbing mid-sole with pillar for support, Gore-
Tex for breathability and a quick-drying real Cordura
fabric upper.

Lighweight, it comes in sizes 4 to 14 and in dark
brown/dark olive and Optifade.
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T: 023 9224 5350
E: sales@bisley-uk.com

W: www.bisley-uk.com

John Rothery Wholesale

Pulsar
Core FXD50
RRP: £3,399.95

The UK’s first thermal imaging front
attachment that allows users to quickly
adapt their scope into a thermal
imaging scope without the need to
dedicate a rifle to night shooting.

Features include a 384x288 sensor,
50Hz refresh rate plus three calibration
and operating modes, plus an F50/1.2
lens that provides man-sized detection
range of 1,200 metres.

T:01789 264100
E: info@thomasjacks.co.uk

Thomas Jacks

An ideal introduction to archery.
The Lil Sioux has a draw weight of
15lb and a draw length of 18 to 22
inches so would suit youths aged
eight and over.

The Sportflight is larger and
stronger, with a draw weight
of 25lb and a draw length of
27 inches, making it ideal for
teenagers and young adults.

Each kit contains two arrows,
finger rollers on the string to
prevent friction with the skin and
an adjustable sight, while the
packaging doubles up as a bow
case.

Barnett
Lil Sioux/SportflightArchery Kits
RRP: £27.95 (Lil Sioux), £39.95 (Sportflight)

49

Sportsmatch
TO35C Mount
RRP: £35.95

Due to increased demand for models to
suit the wider than standard BSA dovetails,
Sportsmatch has added a 30mm medium-
height scope mount. The TO35C 13mm also
fits early Weihrauch HW35s and CZ452
American rimfire rifles.

As with all Sportsmatch products, they
are made in Great Britain and guaranteed
for life.

T:01525 381638
W: www.sportsmatch-uk.com

Sportsmatch

Perazzi/RWS
Logo Fleeces
RRP: £25

Just the job when you are up
and about early for that dawn
stalking or setting off for the clay
ground, these are available in a
soft navy fleece.

Offered in a range of sizes
embroidered with either the
RWS or Perazzi logo.

T: 01579 362319
E:enquiries@ruag.co.uk

W: www.ruag.co.uk

Ruag Ammotec
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John Hunter
Editor

T: 01327 315412
M: 07990 542958

E: john@dhpub.co.uk
W: www.tandgmagazine.com

Wright & McGill
Skeet ReeseVictory Casting Reels
RRP: £99.95

These casting reels feature a lightweight
aluminium frame, full anti-reverse, magnetic
casting control, ultra-smooth drag, removable
spool and graphite side plate and precision-cut
brass gears.

Models are available in right or left-hand wind
with a choice of 6.3:1 or 7:1 retrieve rates.

Which items should tackle dealers have on their shelves right now?
Here are a few suggestions from some of the key players in the trade.

Prologic
Cruzade Hook Bait Bag

Perfect for storing your hook baits when travelling, this
bag features a hard-wearing, RipStop outer, plus internal
dividers and a separate pocket.

Supplied complete with six bait tubs, ready to go.

RidgeMonkey
HDPE Heavy-DutyWater Containers
RRP: £8.99 to £12.99

Updated containers with an improved tap system for better control and
ease of use, these are made from durable and tough HDPE.

They are available in three sizes – five, 10 or 15 litre – making
selection for a particular session a doddle, with the latter boasting an
extra-large filling hole.

T:0151 486 7070
W: www.ridgemonkey.co.uk

RidgeMonkeyT: 01827 59659
E:uk@svendsen-sport.com

W: www.svendsen-sport.com

Prologic/Svendsen Sport

T: 01455 293000
E:eagleclaw@reubenheaton.com

W: www.reubenheaton.com

Reuben Heaton
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LOVE YOUR QUARRY, 
STOP KHV NOW.STERI-7 XTRA available as a Fish Care Spray, Net Dip 

and Antibacterial Wipes.

/Prologicfishing

/PrologicFishingGear

/Prologic_fishing

USE DISINFECTANTS SAFELY - Always read the label and product information before use. Never Mix Steri-7 with other products or chemicals.

www.prologicfishing.com

www.steri-7.com

* Tested against the real Koi Herpes Virus, not a surrogate.

 f Prevents the spread of disease

 f Cleans & protects fish damage

 f STERI-7 XTRA is the only product proven to be 99.99% 
effective against KHV* (Kio Herpes Virus)

 f STERI-7 XTRA High Level Disinfectant

 f Cleaner is on the CEFAS Aquaculture Disinfectant  
Listing Scheme

 f Protects anglers from viral & bacterial infections

KILLS KHV  
& wEILS

 solution

the

ultimate  
fish caRe  

Steri7_Prologic A4 Ad.indd   1 10/02/2016   19:57
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Designed to complement the Gravity X rods, the
spod boasts a 5.5lb test curve and the marker
4.25lb, allowing you to mark up and bait up at
extreme range.

Powerful and eye-catching, these mean you can
fish and bait up at the same distance.

Sonik
Gravity X SpodAnd Marker Rods
RRP: £129.99

MAD
NeopreneWaders
RRP: Call for details

Featuring 4.5mm-thick
neoprene material
throughout, reinforced
by 5mm-thick embossed
kneepads for maximum
durability and protection
against abrasive terrain,
these waders also include
a large front pocket that
secures via Velcro and
even features integrated
handwarmers either side.

Fully adjustable elastic
suspenders secure into
place via super-slim,
reinforced plastic buckles,
while strong rubber boots
feature cleated soles and
a 3mm neoprene lining
for ultimate comfort.
Available in large to
XXXL.

Muck Boot
Derwent II
RRP: £74.99

T:01670 798910
W: www.soniksports.com

Sonik

Snowbee
Quarter-Zip
Waterproof
Sweater
RRP: £89.99

Windproof, waterproof
and breathable, this
is just the job on
unpredictable fishing
days, keeping you
warm and dry.

Made of a wool/
polyester/acrylic
mix with a special
membrane, it is
available from small to
XXL and in dark olive
green or navy blue.

Belstane

T:01752 334933
W: www.snowbee.co.uk

Snowbee

lining, comfort Topline, reinforced
toe and ankle plus a rubber
outsole and aggressive tread
pattern.

Completely waterproof, they
have a comfort range of sub-
freezing to 18ºC and come in
sizes four to 13 in black, moss and
camou, including Mossy Oak and
Realtree Xtra.

T: 01335 371600
E: info@belstane.comk

W: www.belstane.com

T:01827 59659
W: www.dam.de/en

D.A.M
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Field Sales Manager
North of England inc. Cumbria and Scotland

We are looking for a dynamic, self-motivated individual with strong experience in
territory sales and customer service. You will be responsible for selling Edgar
Brothers products and services within the specified geographical territory,
achieving pre-determined sales targets and objectives, by communicating relevant
company and product information, and maximising sales campaigns and building
relationships both face to face and over the telephone to existing and potential
new customers. Resolving customer queries, dealing with general enquiries,
communicating sales promotions and relevant company and product information.
Sales reporting and associated administrative duties as required.

Role Requirements:
5 Proven background in field sales, with 3+ years professional experience.
5 Strong organisational and time management abilities.
5 Instinctive problem solver with excellent negotiation skills.
5 Be able to demonstrate high integrity and accountability.
5 Self-driven, results orientated with a positive outlook and clear focus

on high quality and business profit.
5 Articulate, with the ability to communicate with employees, customers

and suppliers, in person, on the phone, or by email.
5 Ideally hands-on shooting experience.
5 Be prepared for extensive travel and to be away from home.
5 IT literate with Microsoft packages.
5 Full, clean driving licence.

This is a full time position, field-based in the North of England. Salary is negotiable
depending on experience, with an excellent commission and bonus scheme. 28 days
holiday entitlement, which includes UK public holidays, fully expensed company
car, and private health care is available upon renewal.

To apply, please email your CV and a covering letter to
tim.hill@edgarbrothers.com or apply online via our jobs

page at www.edgarbrothers.com

Closing date for applications 27th May

ory,
ant
ing
tial
ies,
on.

Closing date for applications 27th May

Edgar Brothers is an Equal Opportunities Employer. Please note that all offers are subject to a

satisfactory DBS check and references. All employees must observe and continually promote equal

opportunities and customer care in compliance with Edgar Brother’s aims and objectives.

STRICTLY NO RECRUITMENT AGENCIES
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175 Khaki Edition
Smock (new design)
RRP: £69.95

The latest edition of the 175 khaki smock now boasts hand pockets
in addition to other features, including all-way stretch, quad-welded
waterproof seams and is quick-drying and machine washable.

It is ideal for winter and summer use and is available in small to 3XL.

Taska
Sneeka iLite
RRP: £34.99

Kodex
Genomic Chod Hooks
RRP: £3.50

Ideal for stiff rigs, chod rigs and several variations in between,
these are designed for carp anglers.

Produced in odd sizes of 3, 5 and 7, to fully suit the style of
fishing and hook baits being used.

It has a Teflon-style coating for a dull appearance, essential for
hooks that are suspended off the bottom, as these will probably be.

T: 01773 533533
E: info@kodextackle.com

W: www.kodextackle.com

Kodex Tackle

The pack includes two LED lights that offer ultimate
flexibility when it comes to fixing a light in place, to
ensure that you have the perfect lighting within your
bivvy or brolly.

With three intensity settings and two flashing
settings, the Sneeka iLites can provide you with
optimum lighting for all situations. Each has 10-hour
battery life and can be simply recharged from a micro
USB port on the rear of the light.

Premier Floats
Tipmaster X-treme
RRP: £11.99

Following on from the success of the
previous model, the Tipmaster X-treme
now features three colour-coded tips in
different strengths and an all-important
‘pig tail’ eye for easier set-up and tip
changes.

The easy to fit ‘rod block’ attaches to
almost any rod in seconds.

T:01354 741330
W: info@floatsonline.com

Premier Floats

T:01908 561560
W: www.vass-tex.com

Vass

T:01245 231919
E: e-info@taska.co

Taska

Kodex
Genomic Chod Hooks
RRP: £3 50
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With the 58th
presidential
election
approaching,
all eyes are

on who will take Obama’s seat
and what their outlook on gun
control is.

As things stand, Donald
Trump and Hilary Clinton are
the frontrunners to win their
respective parties’nomination and
their views on gun control could
not be more di!erent.

Political matters in America have caused innumerable issues and concerns here
in the UK, with the ammunition sector being no exception. While it seems
the Obama effect has passed and American ammunition brands are now

restocked, there are growing concerns of what is next to come.

On The Market

Ammunition
Federal, CCI, Speer and Sako
ammunition, said: “While the
issues surrounding Obama
have passed, there are ongoing
di"culties from America and
uncertainty is continuing.Trump
is obviously extremely pro-gun,
whereas Clinton is keen to
implement new gun control
legislation. I don’t know how either
candidate’s election will a!ect the
ammunition market at this stage,
but it is worrying to say the least,
given the outcome of Obama’s

point of view.”

Innovation takes
hold
However, it’s not all doom and
gloom because there are some
fantastic and innovative products
available fresh on the market
from America.

Edgar Brothers’ supplier
Hornady is about to launch
a brand-new rim#re calibre
into the UK – the .17WSM
(Winchester Super Magnum).

Rumours that Obama was
planning to introduce tougher
gun legislation led to American’s
stockpiling ammunition, which
meant that in recent years,
ammunition from the States has
been extremely hard to get hold of.

While this has now passed,
the future of American guns
and ammunition could be very
di!erent, depending who the
people elect as their president.

Steve Way, associate director
at GMK, which distributes
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are better informed about Edgar
Brothers’products.

“Our reps are always happy
to demonstrate ammunition in
the #eld. We want to help equip
retailers with the knowledge they
need to sell.

“I’d encourage all our customers
to engage with us more.$at
way they can sell a shotgun and
ri%e ammo based on its merits
rather than just price. We hold a
number of free-to-attend dealer
days throughout the year. In
fact, just recently we held days
at Diggle Ranges in Manchester
and Corinium Ri%e Range in
Gloucestershire to demonstrate
Hornady’s brand-new 168gr
A-Max ammunition.”

Hornady ELD is another new
range that Edgar Brothers has
recently introduced.

$e American Gunner range
is the #nal new addition to Edgar
Brothers’ forever expanding
Hornady collection. It is perfect
for target shooters and hunters
alike. It features EXP bullets for
unrivalled accuracy and fabulous
versatility and the ultimate
ballistic performance.

Over in the world of shotgun
ammunition, Eley Hawk has
just launched its latest product:
DTL Gold. With trap shooting
continuing to increase in
popularity, the company spoke to
shooters to #nd out exactly what
they wanted from a cartridge.

“The Forestry Commission, England, has switched to lead-free
ammunition for deer and boar control, following suit from the RSPB.”
$e innovative new round is

designed to sit between .17HMR
and centre#re round .17 Hornet
and is comparatively cheaper to
shoot. Managing director Derek
Edgar explained: “From foxes and
rabbits to rats, this is a fantastic
new option for vermin controllers
everywhere.$e .17WSM #res
a 20-grain V-Max bullet at
3,000fps.$e polymer tip of the
V-Max bullet delivers more than
tack-driving accuracy at long
range – it also creates dramatic
expansion on impact. Retaining
over 2,000fps of velocity at 200
yards, the .17WSM provides
plenty of velocity for the hard-
hitting V-Max bullet to perform
on vermin at extended range.”

Derek added that launching a
new calibre into the UK requires
careful planning.

“When we launched the .17
Hornet calibre in 2013, we invited
every Firearms Enquiry O"cer to
an open day at our headquarters in
Cheshire so that we could explain
to them face to face about the
round.

“We didn’t want end users to be
turned down for variations simply
due to a lack of understanding.
$is worked really well, so we are
going to do the same thing for the
.17WSM, as well as distributing
detailed lea%ets.”

Derek said retailers should
consider spending more time on
the range shooting so that they

Eley Hawk marketing manager
David $ompson said: “Our
customers were telling us that
they wanted a product that
would consistently produce
clean breaks with low recoil.
$e DTL Gold went through a
series of improvement cycles and
scrutinised testing before we were
happy with the #nished product.”

Released in February, Eley
Hawk is thrilled with the response
it has received already.$e
cartridge promises clearly reduced
muzzle %ip for that all-important
second barrel, high antimony hard
shot for dense patterns and better,
more consistent breaks and PDB
6+ Powder, designed to produce
very low recoil to minimise
fatigue during competitions.

Charlie Bull from Just
Cartridges is now stocking
Hull Pro Piston, which he
said are ideal for close-range
sporting, and Gamebore Dark

Storm, a premium-grade cartridge
from the famous northern
manufacturer.

Regarding future trends,
as of April 1st, the Forestry
Commission, England, has
switched to lead-free ammunition
for deer and boar control,
following suit from the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds.

Time will tell whether
consumer shooters’buying habits
will be in%uenced by this shift
and echo the switch to non-toxic
ammunition, but it’s hard to
ignore the rising popularity for
copper ammunition from various
manufacturers across the #eld.
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Meanwhile, Remington has
a wide selection of ammunition
on o!er through distributor
Sportsmarketing.

Its Hypersonic Centre#re in
30-06 Spring#eld boasts hyper-
charged velocities up to 200fps
faster than standard loads, while
its Premier Accutip .243 Win is
said to deliver an unprecedented
combination of laser-%at trajectory
and devastating terminal
performance.

Two .223 Rem cartridges are
the Premier Match and UMC
Cartridges. Using only match-
grade bullets, Premier Match
ammunition employs special
loading practices to ensure world-
class performance and accuracy
with every shot, while the UMC
centre#re ammo is made in the
USA, value-priced, ideal for high-

volume shooting and available in a
range of calibres.

Its Core-Lokt is the original
controlled-expansion bullet – and
one of the most e!ective ever
developed. Its tapered copper
jacket is locked to a solid lead
core, promoting reliable expansion
and high weight retention for
absolutely dependable results.

When it comes to rim#re, the
Subsonic 22 LR hollow point full-
sized long-ri%e cartridge’s velocity
eliminates muzzle crack.

Going green
Head over to Viking Arms for
Lapua ammunition, among others.

Lapua’s Naturalis has been
made for some time but it has now
introduced the third generation of
the lead-free hunting bullet.$e
Naturalis cartridges and bullets

represent the latest bullet making
technology, are market leaders in
terminal ballistic performance and
can be used in hunting areas where
lead is prohibited.

$e Naturalis design uses state-
of-the-art technology to produce
consistent controlled expansion.
$e polymer valve design uses
hydraulic force to create the
optimum mushrooming e!ect
at the widest velocity range on
the market.$e mushrooming of
the bullet starts immediately on
impact.$e expansion process is
started by the valve, leading the
bullet to expand symmetrically
and without fragmentation.$is
gives maximum energy transfer to
the hunted game, reduces the risk
of wounding and minimises the
meat loss.

With the lead-ban argument
heightened in 2015, this ri%e
cartridge is gaining favour as a
‘green’hunting round.

Meanwhile, Lapua’s Scenar-L
round is the #rm’s attempt to make
the best even better, combining
both its experience and state-of-
the-art manufacturing capabilities
to further re#ne the tolerances on
its match-winning Scenar bullet.

Drawn to even tighter standards
of jacket wall concentricity,
weight variation and dimensional
uniformity, this new line takes
Lapua’s reputation for quality to
the highest level ever with the
Scenar-L match bullet!

Sharing the same aerodynamic
pro#les as its predecessors, the
Scenar-L is ideal for competitive
shooting.Whatever the discipline,
the new Scenar-L line will give
you the extra edge that takes
it to the winner’s circle. Based
on Scenar’s proven track record
of competitive successes, the
Scenar-L delivers top performance
in the most demanding
competitive environments With
constant demand in the UK, the
Scenar-L round has proven a
popular choice.

Competition shooters should
also look to the dedicated ranges
from Eley, topped o! recently
with the launch of the #rst and
only black .22LR rim#re hunting
cartridge – the ELEY high-
velocity hollow.

$e ammunition is said be a
highly accurate supersonic round
with excellent penetration and
expansion from the low-antimony
soft lead alloy bullet.

ELEY’s patented black oxidised
brass case enhances accuracy
by providing a more consistent
propellant and primer burn by
optimising the contact point
between case and bullet.

And, of course, any feature
on ammunition would not be
complete without mention of
Ruag Ammotec, which o!ers a
huge amount of ammunition from
brands including Norma, RWS
and Rottweil.

Remington boasts a wide
range of ammunition.
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NEW

harkila.com
Available at leading hunting retailers. For information on the nearest dealer,

see www.harkila.com or call +45 43 41 04 10.

This classically cut attire is made for any formal occasion and
when it’s time to look your best the Härkila Storvik will deliver.
Packed with a host of technical details such as ‘action back’ tailor-
ing and a waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® membrane. So
whatever the occasion you’re guaranteed maximum movement
and a high degree of protection against the elements.

HÄRKILA
STORVIK
ELEGANTLY CUT
FOR A FORMAL DAY.

Tel. 01628 330 330 - www.casstrom.co.uk - service@casstrom.co.uk

No.3 Dangler
Allows the knife to
dangle freely and
can be moved with a
one-handed motion.
Model no. 10101
RRP £14.95

with a sturdy leather sheath
made from 3mm thick
vegetable tanned leather

Tough, Washable
& Low Maintenance
handle in
Stabilised Curly Birch

Model no. 13118
Blade: Stainless
Sandvik 14C28N
(58-59 HRC)
RRP: £99.95
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It’s safe to say that
Wychwood is a brand that
has now !rmly cemented
its place in the UK game
market.

Not only has it been on the
scene for several decades now
but, after a recent relocation to
Milton Keynes, the brand has
received huge investment in sta"
and resources to help it make a big

push forward.

Wychwood’s series of game rods receives a big boost this year with two range
additions. T&G takes a closer look at what is on offer…

is game for the
coming season

Wychwood
serie

addit
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o
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Part of Wychwood’s appeal has
always been that it has habitually
crammed a lot into its products.

With a design-led philosophy
of o"ering something di"erent
and unique to o"-the-shelf
products from many of its
competitors, the brand has
excelled in recent seasons with
its eye-catching range of luggage,
its River & Stream range (which
included the world’s lightest
reel) and, recently, with the
CONNECT series of #y lines

and tippets.

True rods
Two launches that are sure to
catch the attentions of both the
trade and the end user are its
latest rod ranges.True#y is a name
that’s long been associated with
Wychwood but, for 2016, the
True#y name is bolstered by the
T2 series of rods, which sit in the
traditional mid-price bracket.

Prices start at £89.99 and top
out at just under £120, which
pitched the seven-strong range
at the most buoyant part of the
#y rod market. So what sets these

The RS (top)
and T2 rods
are the latest
launches from
Wychwood
Game.
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rods apart from the competition?
Wychwood brand manager

Steve Cullen revealed: “Looking
at the market, I realised that a lot
of rods were going down the route
of too much power, being too sti"
for the average user to really get
the most from.

“Casting mechanics aside, the
average angler wants a tool that’s
forgiving and also helps them
enjoy their day.$e last thing
you want when you’re having an
o" day is a rod that you just can’t
get to work the way you want it
to. Your rod is there to help, not
hinder.

“$e T2 rods have more
of a traditional middle-to-tip
action that is very versatile and,
importantly, user friendly. Choose
a length/line weight option from
the range and it will excel at what
it was designed for.$e forgiving
action means that you can really
give !sh some beef under the rod
tip and play them without fear of
breaking tippets.”

$e rods certainly look the
part, !nished in a lush bottle
green and highlighted with silver
whippings. A lined butt guide is
complemented by lightweight,
high-lift snake guides, again !tted
to help line #ow easily during
casting.

In keeping with modern
models, all T2 rods are of a
four-piece design for ease of
transportation, and all rods come
with their own carbon rod tube
!nished in the same high-gloss
green.

Making advances
Moving up from the T2 series, we
come to RS. Heralded as “the best,
most advanced rods Wychwood
has ever produced,” it’s easy to see

T: 01908 442950
E: sales@soniksports.com
W: www.wychwoodgame.co.uk

Wychwood Game

why the guys from Milton Keynes
are right behind the claim; these
are as close to bespoke, custom
rods as you’ll get.

$ey look stunning, with a matt
blue/grey blank that is !nished
o" with low-key black/silver
whippings.

Just like the T2, these rods
come with a super-strong
transportation tube, while the RS
logo echoes the beauty of the rod,
!nished in a blue/grey colour.

But what about the rods? Steve
is keen to reveal where the RS sits
di"erently to the lower-priced T2
range.

“Producing a #agship rod is a
lot harder than just up-speccing
everything – like with the T2s, it
was a case of looking at what’s out
there, what type of rods sell and
how anglers are using their rods.

“Flagship rod users still want
versatility but, through research,
we found that the action on a
#agship rod has to o"er more

LENGTH SECTION LINE
WEIGHT ACTION HANDLE RRP

9FT 4 5 MID HALF WELLS £89.99
9FT 4 6 MID HALF WELLS £89.99

9FT 6IN 4 6 MID FULL WELLS £99.99
9FT 6IN 4 7 MID FULL WELLS £99.99
10FT 4 6 MID FULL WELLS £119.99
10FT 4 7 MID FULL WELLS £119.99
10FT 4 8 MID FULL WELLS £119.99

power in the tip yet still provide
enough give through the middle
to deal with playing !sh under the
rod tip.

“It’s a complex blank but one
that the user will quickly see the
value of.$e resulting Toray blank
is one I’m extremely proud of
because it echoes the best of what
I’ve used over 25 years of !shing
at a high level – these really are
special rods!”

$e RS series is split into pairs
over 9ft, 9ft 6in and 10ft lengths,

o"ering two line weight versions
in each length so users can choose
the ideal tool for speci!c tasks.
Line weights cover 5-wt to 8-wt
and all RS rods are four-piece for
easy storage and transportation.

So, is this a major turning point
for the brand?

Steve explained: “We have huge
projects in place that will continue
to propel Wychwood forward and
these two rod ranges are just the
start of this move to expand the
brand’s appeal.

“With EFFTEX 2016 being
a long overdue outing for the
brand in European circles, and
with thousands of pounds being
spent on tooling for new, unique
product, I’m con!dent that we
can continue to o"er what makes
Wychwood a special brand –
value, performance and forward-
thinking design.”

LENGTH SECTION LINE
WEIGHT ACTION HANDLE RRP

9FT 4 5 MID-FAST HALF WELLS £169.99
9FT 4 6 MID-FAST HALF WELLS £169.99

9FT 6IN 4 6 MID-FAST FULL WELLS £184.99
9FT 6IN 4 7 MID-FAST FULL WELLS £184.99
10FT 4 7 MID-FAST FULL WELLS £199.99
10FT 4 8 MID-FAST FULL WELLS £199.99

The T2 rods have been
designed to be forgiving

and enjoyable to use.

Wychwood brand manager
Steve Cullen has been ‘hands-

on’ in the new rod design.

RS Range

T2 Range
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a supply contract
It may be a few months into 2016 but have you kept to your New Year’s resolution
to end your supply contract? If not, these ideas from specialist lawyer Stephen Sidkin

might make the whole process a lot more efficient and painless.

How to finish
part 1

The starting point is to determine what is the contract that
is in place between you and your supplier.!is is far from
being a statement of the blindingly obvious

Take, for example, the situation where the supply
contract provided for it to expire at the end of 2014. But

before it expired you and the supplier exchanged thoughts about a
new contract and you even sent a draft to the supplier but then radio
silence. More particularly, throughout 2015 you continued to place
orders, received goods and paid your supplier.

cient and painless.

t So what is the contractual relationship?

Is it the case that:
• the terms of the original contract (which provided for it to expire at

the end of 2014) continued to apply throughout 2015 and into 2016?

or
• the terms of the draft contract which you sent to the supplier applied

from January 1st, 2015 until now?
or
• there was no supply contract in place between you and the supplier.

Instead, there was simply a series of contracts for the sale and purchase

of goods?

Answering these questions is the start of getting the termination

process right.
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contract states about the means
by which the dispute is to be
resolved.

Is there, for example, a speci"c
provision that the English courts
will have exclusive jurisdiction to
determine disputes? Even if there
is, have you previously checked
that the national rules of the
supplier’s country do not override
such a provision?

Depending on what (if
anything) is stated in your
contract and where the supplier
is located, it may suit you to
commence proceedings in the
English courts.

!is is not because you want
to engage in hostile litigation,
but instead to deter or delay
the supplier from starting
proceedings in the courts of its
own country and, as a result, aid
the commencement of settlement
negotiations.

Having addressed this issue of 
dispute resolution it is important 
that you also have regard to what 
is set out in the contract about
post-termination issues – more
in Part 2 of this article next
month.

63

“lt may suit you to commence
proceedings in the English

courts.”

Statement of intent
If – and it is a signi"cant if –
the answer is either one or two
of those then the next issue is
to determine what is expressly
stated in the contract.

If the contract sets out how the
parties may end their relationship,
then this will generally be
acceptable to the English courts.

If, therefore, the contract is
ended in accordance with its
terms, the courts are unlikely to
intervene.

But if the supplier is based
outside the UK, care may be
needed even if the contract is
stated to be governed by English
law.!e reason for this is that
many countries have national
rules that may supplant English
law to protect the supplier.
!is will be especially so if the
supplier can be regarded as the
weaker party.

and, if they do, what are the
consequences.

For example, if the termination
clause allows a supplier an
opportunity to remedy the
breach, it will be an abject
disaster to claim instead that the
breach means that the contract is
at an end.

Instead, it is far better that you
send the supplier the appropriate
notice requiring that the breach
be remedied in accordance with
the terms of the contract.

Unless the contract requires
otherwise, you do not need in
such notice to also state your
intention to terminate the
contract if the supplier fails to
remedy the breach.

If, however, the breach is not
remedied then, again, it is better
that you pause before acting.!is
is because it is "rst necessary to
determine what, if anything, the

If the contract does not
specify the notice period, then
as a matter of English law it will
be necessary to give reasonable
notice to the supplier. What is
reasonable notice will depend
upon the factual matrix in respect
of the particular contract.

In contrast, if the national
rules of the supplier’s country
override the reference to English
law in the contract then you
may "nd that complying with
the contractual notice period is
insu#cient.

Instead, such national rules
will require that a longer period
of notice is given and if has not
been then the supplier may claim
damages.

A breach of contract?
!e alternative to terminating
a supply contract by the giving
of contractual notice is to rely
on a breach of the contract by
the supplier. However, whether
or not this can be done depends
very much on the terms of the
contract.

As a result, it is "rst necessary
to determine whether the
contract sets out clearly what
amounts to a breach of contract.

If so, it is then necessary
to assess whether or not the
circumstances which have
occurred amount to a breach

❱❱ Stephen Sidkin is a partner
in Fox Williams LLP (www.
fashionlaw.co.uk; www.agentlaw.
co.uk)

Depending on your contract, it may suit you
to begin proceedings in an English court.

Starting court proceedings can help in a final settlement.
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SeanO’Driscoll

While reading
the article
on page 8
about the
expansion of

Glasgow Angling Centre into
Edinburgh,I recalled a comment
from a retailer visiting last year’s
Tackle & Guns Trade Show.
“You are only interested in the
big guys,” was the accusation.

It hurt, because in all my time
in this industry, nothing could
be further from the truth.

!e same jibe tormented me
on a recent visit to Angling
Direct’s HQ in Norwich.

Here I was, sat in a retailer’s
o"ce having a meeting about
how we could mutually help
each other – four people from
DHP and three people from
Angling Direct. !e thought of
having such a meeting with a
retailer a few years ago would
have appeared pie in the sky.
Most meetings with retailers
tend to be done face to face over
the counter, with the retailer
trying to serve customers at the
same time.

I highlight Glasgow and
Angling Direct (and there are
numerous others) because they
haven’t just appeared on the
scene. !ese guys have been at it
for over 25 years!

I think Paul at Glasgow
started on a market stall and
Darren Bailey, managing

director at Angling Direct, was a
maggot boy at Dave Plummer’s
shop in Norwich.

Believe me when I say,
BOTH have endured very
di"cult periods trying to build
up their respective businesses
but they show what CAN be
achieved if you put your mind
to it.

It leads me on to our monthly
Secret Shopper feature that
I know is popular with our
readers. !is is designed to assist
retailers and help, if it’s needed,
to improve the shopping
experience for the consumer.

It is written by someone who
DOES NOT work at DHP and
has no commercial interest in
DHP, apart from being paid to
put the articles together.

By and large, it does focus on

DHP Ltd welcomes unsolicited manuscripts, news and ideas.
However, we regret that we are unable to guarantee the
return of any material submitted. All material used remains
the copyright of DHP Ltd. Views expressed by contributors
are not necessarily those of the publisher, editor or the staff
of the magazine.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electrical, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise
without the prior permission of DHP Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Statistics–Whogets thismagazine?

Retailers of both fishing and shooting 711
Agents and reps of both fishing and shooting –

including clothing 94
Wholesalers and manufacturers of both fishing and

shooting – including clothing 102
Retailers of fishing equipment only 1,619
Agents of fishing equipment only 187
Wholesalers and manufacturers of fishing

equipment only 588

This month’s edition of Tackle & Guns has been sent out to a total of 5,343
people in the industry. This is broken down as follows:

Fisheries 265
Retailers of shooting equipment only 757
Agents of shooting equipment only 42
Wholesalers and manufacturers of shooting

equipment only 307
Shooting grounds and clubs 290
Press, public relations and others 326
Firearm officers 55
Total circulation 5,343

It can be done
– if you want it

the smaller dealers because they
tend to be the ones that are so
busy in the day-to-day running
of their shops that they don’t
really get enough downtime to
focus on some of the points that
we highlight.

We want the trade to become
more professional, we want
retailers to become more
pro$table and we hope that
Secret Shopper, along with
other information printed in
this magazine and sent out
free of charge every month to
over 5,000 trade people in the
shooting and $shing industries,
helps.

Everyone in business should
have some form of strategy
going forward and it is tough
when it is down to the owner
to come up with the answers all
the time. But you can learn from
others – you can pick up ideas
and tips from those ‘bigger’ guys.

Remember, it is highly likely
that they spent many years
being seen as ‘just another
dealer’ by others around them.
!e di%erence is that they
decided to do something about
it.

Please don’t think I am saying
that growing your business is
easy – far from it – but there
are enough examples within our
trades to prove that it can be
done. It’s for you to decide IF
you are up to the task.
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